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16.	 ABSTRACT	
w
This DocLnent is the Final Technical ProTress Report of the Solar Energy
Facility located at the North Hampton Park Recreation and Health Center, 3710
North Hampton, Dallas, Texas.
	
This Document was prepared for the city of Dallas,
Building Services Department, Architectural Planning and Design Division, 1500
Maxilla, Dallas, Texas	 75201.
The solar energy system is installed in a single story (two heights), 16,000
sq. ft. building enclosing a gymnasium, locker area, and health care clinic
surrolmicted by a recreational area and athletic field. 	 The solar energy system
is designed to provide 80 percent of the annual space heating, 48 percent of the
annual space cooling, and 90 percent of the domestic hot water requirements.
The solar energy system includes a 238 single glazed flat plate, 3,650 sq. ft. area
collector subsystem, a 6,000 gallon hot water storage subsystem, a domestic hot
water preheat subsystem, an absorption chiller subsystem with a 2,000 gallon tank
chilled water storage subsystem.	 The auxiliary back up system is a gas-fired
boiler and a conventional 100 gallon natural gas water heater provides any additional
energy to satisfy hot water load requirements.
This report also provides a summary of project information, project chrcmo16' y,
project costs,the five modes of system operation, description of the Site Data
Acquisition System (SDAS), system performance summary, experience recommendations,
system operational verification, drawings and major component manufacturers
infoiTnat ion.
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T. Introduction
In September 1976, the City of Dallas entered into an agreement
with the Energy Research and Development Administration (now the
U.S. Department of Energy) for a Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration
to be performed on the North Hampton Park Recreation and Health Center.
The buildin7. is a single story (two heights) enclosing a gymnasium, locker
area, and health care clinic surrounded by a recreational area and
athletic field. The exterior of the building is brick veneer over
masonary block. Total building area is 16,000 square feet, of which
8,000 square feet is for the gynmnasium, which is conventionally heated
and is not a part of their demonstration. The remaining portion of the
building is occupied by the clinic and recreational area. The building
is presently owned by the City of Dallas Parks and Recreation Department
and operated by the City of Dallas Building Services Department.
The solar energy system is designed to provide 80 percent of the
annual space heating, 48 percent of the annual space cooling, and 90
percent of domestic hot water requirements. The solar energy system
includes a solar loop system, a hot water storage system, a domestic
hot water system, an absorption chiller system, and a chilled water
storage system. The solar heat transfer medium is an aqueous solution
of 35 percent ethylene glycol.
The solar loop system consists of 238 single glazed flat-plate
collectors, by Lennox, Inc., with a gross area of 3,650 square feet.
The collectors are roof mounted in 29 arrays facing south. All of the
collectors are tilted at a fixed angle of 25 degrees from horizontal.
This loop also includes a heat exchanger for transfer of thermal
energy to the hot water storage system, and an over temperature heat
rejection fan coil unit.
The hot water storage system includes a 6,000 gallon storage tank,
heat exchanger, and a gas-fired boiler for supplemental energy. The
storage tank is inside of the mechanical room, and insulated with four
inches of urethane. This hot water is the media used for building space
heat through the air handling system.
Space cooling is supplied by using solar energy to operate an
ARKLa absorption chiller. Chilled water is stored in a 2,000 gallon
tank located in the mechanical room and insulated with four inches
of urethane. Auxiliary space cooling is provided by two vapor com-
pression units.
Domestic supply water is preheated by heat exchangers on the 'riot
side of the absorption chiller condenser loop and the hot water storage
tank loop. A conventional 100 gallon natural gas water heater provides
any additional energy to satisfy load requirements.
The system as described is shown schematically in Figure 1, and
has five modes of solar operation:(1) Collector to Storage, (2) Space
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II. Summary of Project Information
General Information
Owner: City of Dallas
Architect: City of Dallas
Solar Designer: General Electric Company
Solar Designer: Travis-Braun & Associates, 	 Inc.
(Final	 Design)
Mechanical	 Engineer: Travis-Braun & Associates, Inc.
Project Manager: NASA - Thomas 0. Davidson/William A. 	 Hagen
City of Dallas - Randolph Meyers
General Contractor: Natkin & Company
Operational Date: June, 1578
Building: Health care clinic, locker room,
gymnasium - 8,000 square feet
conditioned.
Location: North Hampton Park




















Application: Heating - 80%
Cooling - 48%
Hot Water - 90%
Collector: Type - Flat Plate, single glazed
Fluid Medium - 35% Etylene Glycol
Manufacturer - Honeywell, Inc.
Gross Area	 - 3,650 Square Feet
Orientation - 25 0 from horizon
Hot Water Storage:	 Type - Steel Tank
Capacity - 6,000 gallons
Insulation - 4" urethane
Auxiliary - Gas-fired boiler
Space Cooling System: 	 Type - 25 ton ARKLA absorption chiller
Storage - 2,000 gallon chilled water
Auxiliary - 2 vapor compression units
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III. Project Chronology
November 24, 1975 - General Electric notifies City of Dalla- that
North Hampton Recreation Center has been
selected as one of eight G.E. designed solar
demonstration sites.
December 1, 1975_ - Mr. Bob Turbyfill of General Electric is placed
in charge of design. General Electric will re-
view and approve all final designs. City will
act as Project Architect with outside Structural,
Mechanical, and Engineering consultants.
March 1, 1976	 - City of Dallas is notified that solar cooling
will be included in project.
April 13, 1976	 - Meeting with General Electric, City of Dallas,
and E.R.D.A. representatives to discuss possible
General Electric conflict of interest. It is
decided that General Electric should not be
allowed to provide collectors during phase II
implementation. Design should be made without
a specific collector being selected.
June 14, 1976	 - City of Dallas enters agreement with Travis-Braun
and Associates, Inc. for assistance in preparing
technical unsolicited request for cost sharing to
E.R.D.A.
July 14, 1976	 - Copies of General Electric's final design report
are received by City of Dallas.
September 30, 1976- City of Dallas enters into a cost sharing contract
with E.R.D.A. for solar implementation at North
Hampton Center. City of Dallas also extends agree-
ment with Travis-Braun to prepare final design;
assist in technical report preparation, collector
selection, and phase II implementation.
February 1977
	
- Solar collector manufacturer is selected using an
unbiased point rating system. Honeywell, Inc.,
flat plate collectors are selected.
March 1977	 - Redesign based on additional collector area is
completed, finalized, and accepted by E.R.D.A.
Project Manager. Honeywell, Inc., is accepted
as successful bidder for collectors by City of
Dallas. The construction documents package is
submitted to City Manager's office to be included
on City Council's agenda for approval and adver-
tisement of bids.
April 1977 - City Council gives approval to advertise for
bids on April 18, 1977. The Droject was ad-
vertised for bid on April 20 : 1977.
1977	 - A Pre-bid Conference was held on May b, 1977.
Bids were opened May 12, 1977 with Natkin and
Company being the successful bidder. A Criti-
cal Design Review was held May 23, 1977, con-
sisting of a technical presentation of the
system design and a revised cost estimate.
Representatives of E.R.D.A. a'd PRC Systems
Sciences Company were present.
June 1977	 - Critical Design Response, by PRC Systems Sciences
Company, is received June 10, 1977. Final design
presentation and cost estimate is given to E.R.D.A.
on June 24, 1977.
July 14, 1977	 - Authorization received from E.R.D.A. for imple-
mentation of demonstration.
August 29, 1977	 - Construction begins on the solar system and mech-
anical -oom addition.
November 1977	 - Plumbting and electrical are 75% complete.
January -February
1978	 - Construction is halted due to extreme weather con-
ditions.
March 1978	 - Storage tanks order is cancelled due to delivery
delays. A secondary vendor is chosen and tanks
are delivered and in place by end of March.
Collector array is put . in place and covered for
protection during the remainder of construction.
April 1978	 - Masonry work on mechanical room is complete.
Collector loop piping is finished and pressure
tested. Exterior piping is flashed, insulated,
and jacketed; interior piping and storage tanks
are finished and insulated. Construction is 85%
complete.
May 1978	 - Project is approximately 90% complete. The solar
system is operational with storage tank temperatures
of 194 degrees F. to 198 degrees F. The ARKLA
chiller has successfully cooled the building with
solar energy.
July 1978 - Project is basically complete. Some temperature
sensors are relocated at the request of DOE pro-
ject management and IBM representatives.
7
September 4, 1978 - Site data acquisition begins.
November 13, 1978 - fhe dedication ceremony was held with guest
speaker Mr. Thomas Davidson of NASA giving




Item Estimated ($) Actual	 ($)
Collector Array 54,621 62,530




Heating/Cooling Equipment 22,068 21,625
Storage 18,000 26,850
Controls 45,825 48,000
Electrical Power -0- 5,985
General Construction 44,000 42,580
Labor 53,543
OH & P and G & A Expenses 115,266 61,145
438,656 384,680
Less City of Dallas 10% Share - 43,865
TOTAL Project Cost $394,791 $384,680
* Labor is included in individual item category.
P
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V. Modes of Operation
The system, shown schematically in Figure 1, has fire modes of
-	 solar operation.
Mode 1 - Collector-to-Storage: This mode is entered when either of
two collector absorber plate thermal switches close and activate
pump P-1 at 180°F for cooling and 120°F for heating, respectively.
The set points are automatically selected by manual demand switches
on the control panel. When the solution temperature leaving the
collector system exceeds the hot water storage temperature by 20°F,
pump P-2 is energized. This pump continues to operate until the
collector-storage temperature difference is less than 3°F.
Mode 2 - Space Heating: This mode is entered when the HEAT AUTO
switch on the console switch panel is in the ON position. Pumps
P-4 and P-5 are energized when valves V-3, V-6, and V-7 on their
respective hot water coils begin to open to the coil. At the same
time r the control cycle for valves V-4 and V-5 will be enabled. The
signal from an electronic sensor downstream of valve V-4, reset by
an outdoor electronic sensor, causes valve V-5 to be positioned to
maintain heating water at a selected temperature. The selected temp-
erature is reset inversely to changes in outdoor temperature.
If the solar heated water temperature becomes too low to supply the
heating demand, valve V-5 reaches the full open position to storage,
a time delay circuit is initiated, valve V-5 closes to the storage
tank, and valve V-4 opens so that hot water from the gas-fired boiler
may be used to satisfy the heating loads. The control cycle for
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valveF V-4 and V-5 has a time delay which is adjustable up to a maximum
of five i,uurs. The time delay is to prevent valve oscillations. If,
during this cycle, heating requirements are satisfied and valve V-4
reaches the fully closed position to the boiler, another time delay
cycle is initiated which will cancel the previous time delay cycle and
restore space heating to valve V-5 and the solar energy source.
Mode 3 - Space Cooling: When the COOL AUTO switch on the console
switch panel is in the ON position, pump P-7 starts if any chilled
water valve (V-8, V-9, or V-10) is open to the cooling coil. Pump P-6
is interlocked to start when pump P-7 is started and the absorption
chiller control circuit is enabled. Pump P-8 and the cooling tower
fan are controlled by the absorption chiller controls. Valve V-11 will
attempt to maintain generator water temperature at 170°F. The chilled
water inventory will be maintained by energizing the chiller when
chilled water return temperature exceeds 50°F and by de-energizing the
chiller at 44°F. If, during the cooling portion of the cycle, cooling
demands cannot be met by the chilled water system and any chilled water
valve reaches full open to the coil position, a time delay cycle is initi-
ated which closes chilled water valves V-8, V-9, and V-10 to the coils,
and enables the respective air conditioning unit to allow the chilled
water storage to recover. During this cycle, pump P-7 will be locked on
to provide required circulation through the chiller. The time delay
cycle is adjustable for up to five hours. After the time delay period,
the air conditioning unit de-energized and the solar mode re-entered.
I 
Mode 4 - Excess Heat Rejection: The hot water storage is provided with
two alarm thermostats. One initiates an alarm at the central control
--	 console when the storage temperature reaches a selected low level. The
other thermostat indicates an alarm if the hot water storage temperature
reaches a selected high level. At the same time a high temperature alarm
exists, valve V-1 will be positioned to divert collector solution through
heat rejector HX4, where excess energy is dissipated to the outside air.
Mode 5 - Domestic Hot Water: Domestic hot water (DHW) is preheated by
heat exchanger HX3 when the cooling tower is active. Energy from the hot
water storage is entered at heat exchanger HX2 when pump P-3 is on.


















VI. Description of the Site Data Acquisition System (SDAS)
A complete data acquisition system with 55 sensor points was in-
stalled in order to obtain information for performance and operation
evaluation of the solar heating and cooling system. The equipment
and sensors were furnished at government expense in accordance with
"Instrumentation Installation Guidelines for the National Solar Heat-
ing and Cooling Demonstration Program". Each sensor is identified by
a code number and the parameter measured. Table 1 lists the indivi-
dual sensors and their measured parameters; the specific location may
be found on Figure 1. In the chart below, the number sequence in the
code indicates the general data group being measured:
Each sensor provides input to the SDAS module every five minutes,
24 hours per day. The SDAS digitizes the input and stores it on a
magnetic cassette tape. Once a day the collected data is transmitted
by telephone to an IBM facility in Huntsville, Alabama for reduction.
Monthly reports are prepared and distributed from the data collected.
The monitoring system is intended to provide the following infor-
mation:
• Energy saving resulting from the use of solar system.
• Percentage of total building heating and cooling load
provided by solar system.
• Thermal performance and reliability of major components
over the demonstration period.
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TABLE 1
INSTRUMENTATION FOR NORTH HAMPTON RECREATION CENTER
Designation	 Name
A. Temperature
T001 Outside ambient temperature
TWO Collector inlet temperature
T150 Collector outlet temperature
T101 Heat exchanger #1 outlet (solar loop) temperature
T151 Heat exchanger #1 	 inlet (solar loop) temperature
T102 Heat exchanger #1	 inlet (storage loop) temperature
T152 Heat exchanger #1 outlet (storage loop) temperature
T200 Hot water tank top temperature
T201 Hot water tank center temperature
T202 Hot water tank bottom temperature
T400 Hot water boiler inlet temperature
T450 Hot water boiler outlet temperature
T401 Heating water temperature (bypassing hot water boiler)
T402 Heating water (auxiliary assisted) temperature
T300 Solar hot water outlet heat exchanger #2 temperature
T350 Solar hot water inlet heat exchanger #2 temperature
T301 Existing DHW heater inlet temperature
T351 Existing water heater outlet temperature
T302 City water supply to heat exchanger #3 temperature
T352 Heat exchanger #3 outlet temperature
T500 Absorption chiller solar return temperature
T550 Absorption chiller solar inlet temperature
T501 Chilled water supply to storage temperature
T551 Space cooling chiller return temperature
T502 Cold water storage tank top temperature
T103 Collector absorber temperature
T503 Absorption chiller cooling tower inlet temperature
T553 Absorption chiller cooling tower return temperature
T600 Inside ambient temperature
T504 Chilled water to space cooling temperature
T554 Space cooling return temperature





V1100 Collector flow (35% Glycol 	 Prestone II)
W102 Heat exchanger #1	 (storage side) flow
W300 Hot water to DHW heat exchanger #2 flow
W302 City water inlet to heat exchanger #3
W400 Hot water to heating flow (auxiliary assist)
W401 Hot water to heating flow (solar only)
W500 Solar hot water to absorption chiller
W501 Chill water flow
W503 Cooling tower flow
F300 Gas flow to DHW heater natural	 gas 270,000 BTU
F400 Gas flow to hot water heating boiler natural
gas 525,000 BTU
C. Power
EP100 Collector pump power Pl
EP101 Solar heat exchanger pump power P2
EP300 Hot water circulation pumps P3 & DHW
EP400 Space heating hot water pumps P4 & P5 power
EP500** Solar heated water to absorption chiller pump P6
EP501 AC 1	 direct expansion unit & fans power
EP502 Cooling tower fan & pump P8 power
EP503 AC 2 direct expansion unit & fans power
EP504 Space cooling water pump P7 power
EP600 Air handler 1	 blower




Total insolation	 SJN 15829F3
**'When P6 is running, add 150 watts (ARKLA solution pump)
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_	 VII. System Performance
System data acquisition began in September 1978. Initial monitor-
ing identified changes that were needed in instrumentation location and
adjustments to the solar mechanical components. System performance to
date may be characterized as being very disappointing due to low overall
thermal efficiencies. The following is a summary of system performances,
by operational modes, for the month of August 1979:











Solar energy delivered to storage
	 63.8 MBTU




NOTE: 3.4 MBTU loss from storage includes 0.7 MBTU
decrease of energy in storage for month.
* Space Heating Mode:
Data on space heating mode is not available although
site personnel report system heated the building satis-
factorily throughout a below temperature winter in
1978 - 1979.
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*	 Space Cooling Mode:
Cooling load provided by solar 16.9 MBTU
Cooling load provided by auxiliary 68.4 MBTU
Total	 building cooling load 85.3 MBTU
% of cooling load provided by solar 19.8
Total cooling produced by solar 25.4 MBTU
Energy extracted from hot water
storage for absorption chiller 60.8 MBTU
Solar chiller COP 0.42
*	 Excess Heat Rejection Mode:
Heat rejected 13.2 MBTU
NOTE:	 The heat rejection coil operated regularly during
August providing assurance that this feature oper-
ates properly.









NOTE: A malfunction of the automatic controls for the DHW
subsystem has resulted in fossil fuel supplied energy
being transferred to the hot water storage for the
solar system, which is the reverse of design plan.
At present time this is being prevented by turning
off the natural gas to the boiler.
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For the month summarized the Dallas Recreation Center solar
energy system resulted in a negative savings of 0.03 MBTU of fossil
fuel and 5.97 MBTU of electrical energy. The negative value was
due to (1) the reverse flow of energy from the DHW tank to the ther-
mal storage tank and (2) the cooling load supplied by the absorption
chiller required more electricity than would have been required had
a conventional air conditioner supplied the load. This level of
efficiency is representative of the system's performance during May,
June, July, August, September, and October of 1979.
18
VIII. Recommendations
Experience to date indicates that this concept has promise
of acceptable performance. All of the system's individual com-
ponents function, but their control and sequencing have not been
properly adjusted. On site personnel do not have the expertise
or capability of making the needed changes. As a result, many
simple adjustments and/or modifications that could improve perfor-
mance have not been made.
The suggested changes that would improve this system's per-
formance and improve future designs are as follows:
Maintenance Personnel - Since on-site and City of Dallas,
Building Services maintenance personnel do not have ex-
pertise necessary to adequately maintain the solar system,
a knowledgeable outside contractor should be procured to
maintain the system. NOTE: This has very recently been
accomplished and imprDved performance should be forth-
coming.
Automatic Controls (General) - All known malfunctioning
controls should be repaired or adjusted as necessary.
It would probably be useful to perform a thorough "System
Operational ChPck" similar to an "Acceptance Test" to
identify any hidden control problems.
Installations being made in locations with untrained
on-site personnel, should have a minimum of manual over-
ride control capability. In many cases, this system's
low thermal performance has been due to manual override
of the solar system and use of auxilliary energy, with
the underlying problem receiving no attention for long
periods of time. This problem might be overcome by
using lock-out type control panel switches.
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Future installations of this level of complexity, should
seriously consider use of micro processor control now
available,in lieu of conventional electronics. For a new
design this method of control can be very cost effective
with today's technological advances in this area.
Space Cooling Atomatic Controls - The absorption chiller
control circuit should be adjusted to de-energize the
chiller when chilled returned water is less than 44°F.
At present the chiller is operating when the system
should be using the available chilled water storage.
The chilled water tank temperature is being maintained
too low and should be allowed to increase to improve
overall system efficiency.
Auxilliary air conditioners are operating concurrently
with the absorption chiller and the chilled water circu-
lation pumps.
This mode of operation persists even when sufficient chilled
water is available to handle building cooling load. The
controls must be adjusted to prevent this from occurring.
Leaking Three-Way Valves - Leaking 3-way valves have been
a source of unwanted energy transfer in many areas. As
with any mechanical system, the components must be main-
tained and operated as intended to achieve the desired
results.
Site Data Acquisition System (SDAS) - Has been very bene-
ficial in identifying system malfunctions. It could, how-
ever, be more useful if information were more immediately
available, in the area of major component failure.
Recently this has improved with the remote data collection
personnel notifying City of Dallas personnel of system
failures, such as none functioning pumps.
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It is felt that the system can achieve its design potential if the
necessary adjustments are made as needed. The system has never had
its control system de-bugged adequately, and as a result been unable





A. System Operational Verification
In order to verify that the system was operational and free of
any irregularities that would prevent its intended operation, system
components were individually tested. Representatives from manufacturers
of major system components were brought in to assist in their equipment
start-up. The system was verified as operational in this manner.
Subsequent installations funded and managed by the Department of
Energy require formal acceptance test plans with documented results.
A formal acceptance test as described was not a part of this project,
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SOLAR	 RETAIN THESE INSTRUCTIONS501 092	 FOR FUTURE REFERENCEns
Supersedes 9178
LENNO industries Inc.
Columhus. Ohm!Oecatur. Georara!Fort Worth Tr,aS'.Senamrrr, 	 rr—a,i!m. r,:,,,.,, r.,.,.,..,,
BBER PADS (6)
OTIZIGIi AI, PAGE IS
PARTS ARRANGEMENT
(LSC18-1 Shown)
ALUMINUM COVER FRAME GASKET SEAL
(LSC18-2S cover frame has channel







1	 /	 11	 GLASS COVERS (LSC18-1S COLLECTORS
CON NECTION
& IT	 HAVE THE OUTER GLASS ONLY)PIPING
(LS	 connection shown
in DETAIL	
/ — INSULATION	 (LSC18-2S has only 1 glass cover)
IL "B" below)	 COPPER FLOW TUBES








1-15116"	 /	 V,	 \(49 mm)	 DETAIL A
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T E 1	 p
6-14" E3-71-1
98 MM)32-1Nf114"•
_l	 7^	 1o1i mm)12"	 11^	 *	 I	 I	 5.1116" tt















149 mm)	 71-13,16" —MOUNIING	 (1624 mm)
BRACKETS (4) 	 TOP VIEW
'NOTE - MOUNTING HOLE DIMENSION TOLERANCES
LSC 18-1 SERIES ±111"(6.4 mm)
LSC 18-2S SERIES ± 118" (3.2 mml
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~,• E
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MOUNTING BRACKET
DETAIL
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FRAMING - FLASHING - COLLECTOR MOUNTING
I -SHIPPING AND PACKING LIST
Package 1 of 1 Contains
1 - Assembled solar collector
II -SHIPPING DAMAGE
Check unit for shipping damage. Contact the last carrier immediately
if any damage is found.
III - GENERAL
These instructions are intended as a general guide and do not super-
sede local codes. Authorities having jurisdiction should be consulted
before installation.
IV - APPLICATION
The consulting engineer, architect or Lennox dealer must determine
the solar collector application including desired number of collec-
TYPICAL INSTALLATION
FIGURE 1
tors, placement, mounting angle and plumbing sequence. Generally
the collectors should face South and be placed at an incline angle as
follows:
Space heating—angle equals latitude of installation minus 10°
Space cooling—angle equals latitude plus 15°
Water heating—angle equals latitude
Specifics of the structure and surrounding environment must be
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This instruction outlines one typical method of framing and instal-
l ing the solar collectors. Other designs may be substituted if the
basic guidelines within the instruction are followed. Figure 1 illus-
trates a typical residential application.
V - OPERATIONAL NOTES
Performance and operating characteristics vary with most solar in-
stallations. Design information regarding an installation will provide
operating temperature ranges, fluid flow rates, capacities and other
Pertinent specifics. Several general performance characteristics
should be noted as follows:
1 -WEEP HOLES
Two weep holes with plugs installed are located on each end of
the collector pan. Plugs should be removed from the bottom (2)
weep holesto allow any moisture to drain from the collector. The
top 2 plugs should remain installed.
2 - CONDENSATION
Specific climatic conditions may result in the formation of con-
densation inside the collector, particularly when the glass cover is
cold. As the collector is exposed to the sun and the glass cover
warms, the condensation will evaporate.
3- GLASS COVER PLATE
Any accumulation of dirt, soot, or other debris must be cleaned
from the collector panel for proper transmission of solar energy
to the absorber plate. Refer to collector maintenance.
V - SOLAR COLLECTOR
The collectors must mount on a watertight roof. Roof construction
must be adequate to support the collectors and mounting frame.
Solar collectors must be installed with the flow tubes in the vertical
position. Figure 3 illustrates details for a typical mounting frame.
Install the frame and solar collectors as follows:
1 - Center sleepers over trusses and secure to roof. Figure 4 shows
the sleeper flashed into the roof.
a - Length of sleepers required for a single row of collectors is
86-112 inches.
b - Length of sleepers required for two rows of collectors is
162-518 inches.
2 - Figure 5 illustrates typical framing construction for one row of
collectors. Figure 6 illustrates construction fortwo rows of collec-
tors. 2" : 8" dimensional lumber is utilized.
3 - Position first collector 4-718 inches from end of frame and then
maintain 1 18 inch between remainder of collectors. Refer to Fi-
gure 7. Secure collectors to frame with lag bolts (4 percollector). If
desired the inside spacing could enclose the supply and return
header runs where they penetrate through the roof.
NOTE - Solar collectors can be piped individually as they are set or if
working area permits, piped after all collectors are set.
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FIGURE 5
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METAL TO METAL I CONTACT i f	 II
Route wires to bottom ) of collector pan
and through weep hole to controller.(Do not let wires contact absorber piate.)
4 - The temperature control system (not provided with collectors)
includes a temperature sensor which is to be installed in one
collector. Install sensor in desired collector before hoisting collec-
tor to mounting position. Remove collector cover framelglass
assembly and install sensor on what will be the top (outlet) man-
ifold of the absorber plate. Refer to Figure 8 and the sensor
manufacturer's instructionsto properly securethe sensor. Secure
sensor to manifold, route wires to the outside of collector pan and
reinstall cover framelglass assembly.
CAUTION!/
When reinstalling glass cover and frame DO NOT overtighten
screws. If collector cabinet is twisted even a slight amount and the
glass cover is secured too tightly the glass cover will break.
5 - After the system has been leak tested and the insulation has been
installed on outdoor piping, flash the frame and solar collectors
as illustrated in Figure 9. This flashing prevents air flow around
collectors minimizing convection losses. This trim can bolt
directly to the coliector frame.
FIGURE 8
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VI-PIPING FOR SOLAR COLLECTORS
A - Basic Piping Fundamentals
1 -Flared Connections
a -Cut p i pe to size with a roller type tubing cutter. See Figure 10.
rnaunc iv
b-Remove any burrs with knife or reaming tool as shown in
Figurel 1.
REMOVE BURR WITH KNIFE OR REAMING TOOL
d -Align parts as shown in Figure 13 and tighten using two
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TIGHTEN NUT USING TWO WRENCHES
FIGURE 11




a -Cut the pipe to size.
b - Remove burr.
c -Fit tubing into coupling maintaing a tight and proper clear-
ance. See Figure 15.
d - Use minimum 95-5 rated solder.
e - Makejointusing properamountof heat todrawsolderinjoint.
f - Cool and clear. the joint with wet cloth.
I COUPLING	 I
SIDE VIEW
MAINTAIN A UNIFORM AND
TIGHT CLEARANCE
FIGURE 15
B - General Guidelines
1 - The solarcollectors can be assembled in parallel, series orseries-
parallel combinations. Figure 16 illustrates various sequencing
arrangements. The supply header is always positioned at the
bottom side of collectors while the return header is on the top.
NOTE -For residential applications, no more than two collectors
should be connected in series.
TARIF9
APPLICATION SIZE
Single family heating and heating/coolin 1-118" (38 mm)
MUltl-familyheating and heatin
	 'coolin 3" (76 mm)
Commercial heating and heating/coolin 4" 102 mm)
=1^II^^illl
4.111!	 III	 lIII!!II
PARALLEL "Z" FLOW (2 ROW)
%fill ^llll
^llll ^iill^Ill!'llll^
SERIES - PARALLEL "Z" FLOW
PARALLEL GROUPS IN SERIES FLOW
2 -Table 1 lists information for sizing headers.	 ing connects to different piping materials, dielectric insulating
3 - Avoid direct connection of dissimilar metals. Where copper pip- 	 couplers should be used to prevent corrosion.
TYPICAL PIPING ARRANGEMENTS
PARALLEL "C" FLOW (2 ROW)
^' ^'^	 sr" ^-	 r!
PARALLEL "Z" FLOW (SINGLE `ROW)




SERIES - PARALLEL "C" FLOW
^II{I	 I I 11	 1111=IIII'"11	 11;1
FIGURE 16
C - Header and Collector Piping 1 - Install collector array per the system design specifications.
Once the collector array is in place, the collectors are joined with a 2 - Lengthen header pipes if necessary by joining additional header
header pipe and silicone connector hoses. The Lennox Manifold Kit sections with the provided couplings. All hose connector must be
(ordered separately) contains pre-fabricated headers with hose aligned properly.
connectors welded in place. Also included are hose clamps, copper 3 -Shorten header by cutting with a tubing cutter. Cut at 	 I
header couplings, header end caps and silicone hose. Figure 17 increments to allow proper spacing of collectors.
shows the arrangement of seven collectors, the header and the 4 - Weld end caps on one end of each supply and return header (the
connecting silicone hoses. The collector array shown in Figure 17 end depends on the flow pattern of system design.)
requires cutting the header pipe. 	 - — 5 - Provide fittings at outlet end of the return header (top header) for
The following steps provide a general assembly format. installation of an air vent valve. The air vent valve must be
NOTE- LSC18-1 Series collectors have threaded inlet and outlet positioned vertically at the highest point in the system to function
connections. The necessary 9() nr	 d to hose adaptor (Len-,
pox part number 15B8)01) 	 t	 ^ Bc^ edP4	 lr'CFigure 18
properly. See Figure 19.
6 -Install heads at proper ends of collector array and clamp 12 in. (30
c'etails this thread to hose a	 tak'U^I^ (^^7j i^I7 `
mm) sections of silicone hose onto the header and collector






LSC18-1 SERIES THREAD TO HOSE ADAPTOR
FIGURE 18
7 - Connect supply plumbing line to the bottom (supply) header and
the return p!umbing line to the top (return) header.
8 - Leak test the installation thoroughly at a test pressure of at least
50 psi (345 kPa) and make any needed repairs. Insulate all outdoor
piping with 314 inch (19 mm) thick foamed plastic insulation.
Waterproof outdoor pipe insulation with two coats of plastic
finish reinforced with glass mesh. Install per manufacturer's
recommendations.
VIII - INSULATION
Adequate insulation of all system piping is important for maximum
efficiency.
A - Indoor Plumbing —
AII interior piping, including solar collection, solar heating, and
domestic hot and cold piping, shall be insulated with 1" (25 mm)
thick split, preformed glass fiber pipe insulation, 3-112 lb. (1.56 kg.)
min ,'mum density, with pre-sized glass cloth secured with adhesive
and staples. Fittings and valves shall be insulated with preformed
glass fiber fittings or by wrapping with glass fiber blanket to meet
thickness of adjacent insulation, coating with insulating cement and
covering with pre-sized glass cloth secured with adhesive. Flanges
and unions shall not be insulated.
Air Vent must be upright dt highest point in system.










Water Shutoff Ve a Flare fitting
(Not furnished)	 /^




TYPICAL AIR VENT VALVE
FIGURE 19
B - Outdoor Plumbing —
Insulate all outdoor piping with at least 314 in. (19 mm) thick foam
plastic insulation equal to "Armaflex". All piping must b3 protected
from the environment to avoid diminished efficiencies. Waterproof
outdoor pipe insulation with two coats of plastic finish reinforced
with glass mesh. Install per manufacturer's recommendation. Insu-
late valves, flexible pipe fittings, and unions.
IMPORTANT
Insulation of the system plumbing, headers and connecting hoses is
essential to avoid heat losses.
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only 1 glass sheet. 	 NOTE - LSC18-1S SOLAR COLLECTORS
HAVE ONLY THE OUTER GLASS SHEET
MAINTENANCE
XI - MAINTENANCE
1 - If the glass cover becomes dirty, clean ;he glass using a soft clean
cloth, mild soap or detergent and clean rinse water. Alkalies can
stain the glass if allowed to remain in cootact too long. Careful,
thorough cleaning of collectors should be undertaken periodi-
cally. A quick rinsing of the collector covers w;th a garden hose is
recommended if the glass covers collect dirt. Wash with the
garden hose only in the morning or evening when the collectors
are not exposed to direct sunlight.
2 - Use rubber gloves when handling solar collector to avoid finger
prints on glass.
NOTE - The collector surface temperature can burn. Handle solar
collector with caution.
3 - To replace the glass, remove the collector as shown in Figure 22
and dismantle according to Figure 23. To re-assemble frame,
insert the glass sheets and new gaskets into side pieces making
sure the glass is centered and the ends are even. Next insert the
glass into the end pieces and secure with existing screws. Use
sealer compound on corner joints.
CAUTION//
When reinstalling glass cover and frame DO NOT overtighten
screws. if collector cabinet is twisted even a slight amount and the
glass cover is securei too tightly the glass cover will break.
Y









INSTALL SEALER STRIP AROUND
INSERT GLASS SHEET(S) 	 LSC18-2C Fiame has	 PERIMETER OF NEW GLASS
INTO SIDE PIECES	 1 channel only.
SEAL COMPOUND
ON CORNER JOINTS 	 J
\.I'—' REMOVE (4) SCREWS PER END
TO DISASSEMBLE COVER FRAME
DISASSEMBLING COVER FRAME(LSC18-1 SHOWN)
FIGURE 23
DISCONNECT FLARE FITTING TO REMOVE ABSORBER PLATE
-REMOVE (6) SCREWS SECURING
ABSORBER PLATE TO COLLECTOR
(Re-install at 10 lbs to
15 lbs torque)
ABSORBER










4-To replace an LSC18-1 Series absorber plate refer to following
sequence and Figure 24.
a - Drain Collector.
b - Remo a collector frame.
c - Remove plate seal and gasket on each end of collector.
d - Disconnect flare fitting on each end of collector.
e - Remove 6 screws securing absorber and left plate from
cabinet. Avoid touching coating on plate.
f - When re-assembling absorber plate, tighten screws between
10 lbs. and 15 lbs. torque.
5 - To replace an LSC18-2 Series absorber plate, refer to the follow-
ing sequence and Figure 24.
a - Drain Collector.
b - Remove collector frame.
c - Remove grommet at each end of collector.
d - Remove six screws securing absorber plate.
e - Remove the metal insulation, retaining angle from each
end of the collector.
f - Slide absorber plate first to one end to remove. Lift ab-
sorber plate from cabinet being careful not to touch the
black coating on absorber plate face.
9-When re-assembling absorber plate, tighten screws with
between  10 lbs. and 15 lbs. torque.
6 - The propylene glycolidistilled water fluid should be tested annu-
ally by a Lennox serviceman for proper freeze protection and
inhibitor level. Lennox recommends Dow Chemicals DOWFROST
(Catalogue no. 12B63)
to insure that the propylene glycol contains the proper
inhibitors. The installer should premix and keep on hand a quan-
tity of proper propylene glycol and distilled water Solar Transfer




INLET 2' t - FPT
CHILLED WATER
OUTLET 2', ; PT




" 1 '1TLET 2 _ FPT
DESIGN DELIVERED CAPACITY, Btu/h ...... 306,000'
DESIGN DELIVERED CAPACITY, Tons I.M.E...... 25.5'
ENERGY REQUIREMENTS
Design Hot Water Input, Btu/h .............. 447,000
Design Hot Water Inlet Temperature, °F......... 195
Design Hot Water Outlet Temperature,°F ......	 184.8
Permissible Range of Inlet Temp.......... 160 to 200
Design Hot Water Flow, gpm .................... 90
Pressure Drop, Feet of Water, at 90 gpm........ 20.7
Permissible Range of Flow, gpm........... 50 to 100
Pressure Drop, Feet of Water, at 100 gpm....... 25.6
Maximum Working Pressure, psig ............... 100
Electrical Voltage, 60 Hz, 1 Phase .............. 1152
Maximum Wattage Draw ....................... 150
CHILLED WATER DATA
Design Inlet Temperature,°F .................... 55
Design Outlet Temperature, OF .................. 45
Design Flow, gpm ............................. 60
Pressure Drop, Feet of Water, at 60 gpm ......... 9.8
Permissible Range of Flow, gpm........... 30 to 100
Pressure Drop, Feet of Water, at 100 gpm....... 26.9
Maximum Working Pressure, prig ......... .....	 100
Unit Water Volume, Gallons, Approx .............. 12
Fouling Factor ..............................0005
CONDENSING WATER DATA
Design Heat Rejection, Btu/h .............. 753,000
Design Inlet Temperature, OF .................... 85
Design Outlet Temperature, O F ................ 101.7
Permissible Range of Inlet Temp............ 75 to 90
Design Flow, gpm ............................. 90
Pressure Drop, Feet of Water, at 90 gpm........ 22.9
Permissible Range of Flow, gpm........... 50 to 110
Pressure Drop, Feet of Water, at 110 gpm ....... 33.5
Maximum Working Pressure, psig ............... 100
Unit Water Volume, Gallons, Approx .............. 20
Fouling Factor ...............................001
FOR COOLING TOWER SELECTION
Maximum Heat Rejection, Btu/h............ 853,000
Range,°F ............................... 16 to 17
Minimum Permissible Sump Temperature,°F..... 753
SERVICE CONNECTIONS
Hot Water Inlet and Outlet .................. 2" FPT
Chilled Water Inlet and Outlet .............. 2%' FPT
Condensing Water Inlet and Outlet.......... 2iZ" FPT
PHYSICAL DATA, APPROXIMATES
Operating Weight, Pounds ................... 3,420'
Shipping Weight, Pounds ................... 3.1455
Crated Size, Indies ............. 	 114W, 45D, 69H
NOTES: 1. Capacity at design conditions. For capacities at other conditions, see Page 4.
2. Units equipped for operation on 230V-5OHz-1 Ph available on special order.
3. Thermostatic switch to control tower fan MUST be used. Set to "cut out" at 75°F.
4. Includes circulating water weights.
5. Units as shipped contain Lithium Bromide charge.
Watcr Flow 9:) Lipm
ChOled Wazt , r rir ,xv-	 60 9prn	 Temv.,ratury
Hot Afatoi Flow.	 90 gpi"I	 Degrees FahlE.nheit
Hot	
.
Hot Lcavirtq,, 'DELIVERED Heat
Water Water Eneq' Chilled'.- 'tAPACITY  IQ be
11110.1. Outlet 1pm: Watet Rejectc
Temp Temp v4,,h+ Tpmp "` ljiu,'h	 Tom iBtLj"h
1570 132.000 40.,`!,. 66,000 55 1WMi;
160 1.566 149,200 45 88.800 7.4 238^001,
15" 0 175.900 1 so 102 0 l)0 85 277.90:
161 1 172,600 40 98 400 82, In 71,001"
165 1605 197,900 45 120600 108 347.501,
1599 227.600 14.5 0100 121 372.60,
165 1 214,3GO 40 132 030 1 1 C) 346.3-
1C 164 7 240 " 00 4 '_, 166800 139 407.50
164 0 262.4 0'1 :_n 1400}00 150 442,40,
169 1 257,0X10 4G 162,200 13 C- 420Z•
i ;'5 1681 277,600 45 19C &Ki I F, 4 474 4'.
166 2 297,500 50 213.600 178 511	 ,
173.1 3132,400 40 192.000 160 494.41,
180 1129 313,8 130 45 224.400 187 538,201.
172.2 341.200 50 246,000 20.5 1 587,201:
B i	 1	 (1 9 :151 '101 40 216,400 18.2 570,70'^'E
165 176 8 354,900 45 252.030 21 .0 606,907D0
1763 3130,700 5; 276,000 23 0 656,70(
I t;o 9 396.000 40 2,33 7,1300 198 633.60.-
1 10 I n,'i 6 400,0(1:' 15 276.0JO 23 4 676 J,,
180 4 4 2 1. C-T)D no 301 000 255 72.
84 7 448 -, r,)O 40 258.000 A 5 706,70'
195 1 84 8 •14h 70,- 4r 25 F 752,70
4 t:
7 44-i C"X0
2OU 0 4 6 1, b'),n cI, 0 2h 799 8





175 1707 188 000 45 134000 11. 2 32,' . 1.)
180 174.7 234,000 45 168,000 14,0 40" 0"0
185 176 7 274000 45 195 (ioo 16.3 4(39 60;)
190 1825 327 900 45 600 18.8 553,4C1ri
195 The 6 45 237600 198 603 10-^
20C 1	 19C 4 11.1 45 252.000 21 666 5` 'j
Ypp	 q,
H, 11 Water Flow	 90 gpm
Hot Hot Leaving DELIVERED How
Water Water Energy Chilled CkPACITY, I,
Inlet OLdlet Input Water
TerrIv Temp Btu/h 'Temp B!U 11	 Tone Bit) I
160 156.1 174,200 40 1 OB 01+30 . 0
160 ' 1559 1 80 CM 45 1 1!s.1201'1 9 4b:1
165 1 60 3 2 1 C	 0 40 138,000 11
165 1599 227.500 45 152,400 12-. .
170 164 1 2',9,-X)r^ 40 174 000 14 5 4-'-'
170 162-8 2 i POO 45 189 6 - 1 , 158 1F,"
175 16F c .;r^ 111A, 4 r '-U 172
175 1 X1 7  7 1 106 + 4 `28 uc-O, 19 0 49
-S,0 172.0 32 1 	D 5 8 40 23C 47*-? 197 5,;'
1 .1'X'1 1 71.2 95 7:-. ''10 4--1 21 c CI()
185 1760 395 700 '13 1166 .900 21 7
185 1 75.7 40 5 C.) 0 45 29, 6%10 24 3 (- 4,	 t,
190 179.8 446.200 Orr 282.000. 23; 7,'8
190 179.7 449,800 41i 3121.600 26.8 71 47),
195 183.6 500 000 40 300.000 250 8!10 (YD
195 18: 344.400 28.7 836.415_
20D 187.3 547.400 40 31 11 .000 26,0 659A0
200 1878 527900 45 3 60. COO, 30 0 887  9
lR 'I -,) TOT.'
I	
[ TI C;	 1,1111 t	 arl
Concik-n ,wig , 'Vater Fhv	 54 gpm	 f+)!
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	 Flow	 36 qpri-
J, 1 66 ' 4
1 1o4 3 1^, I 4:10
I''175 1679 186 600 4!, 1.3H 40C
180 171 6 220800 45 1i,,
cm 185 1754 253,300 45 1F 	 .1 D(I
U
190 1792 284 100 4!, (14 O^"T 1.	 1	 ,
195 1831 312. 700 4 IIO(r -11 1 ' A
cc
1	
C-00200 1871 1	 334 . 300 4E1 1(4
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[- )I" Pi Op QUALITY
Heat Exchangers HX1, HX2, HX.3
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September 23, 1977	 DALLAS. T9XAs 75207
JOB:	 North Hampton Recreation Center
Dallas, Texas
ENGINEER:	 Travis, Braun & Associates
Dallas, Texas
CONTRACTOR: Natkin & Company
Dallas, Texas
H V A C
HEAT EXCHANGERS
1	 Bell & Gossett Model WU-148-24 with 234 sq. ft. of heating
surface. To be marked HX-1.
1	 Bell & Gossett Model WU-65-23 with 22.1 sq. ft. of heating
surface. To be marked HX-2
1	 Bell & Gossett Model WU-63-23 with 12.7 sq. ft. of heating
surface. To be marked HX-3
a
64
Complete sales number consists of example: WU86-44 p
DIMENSIONS IN INCHES








C	 0 E F
- SQ.FT.
2 Pass 4 Pass
Wt
(LbL)
4 NPT 3 5 /16 69/1. 57 /a 57 1 /, 177/, ,36'/,	 12 14 4 FLG 116 111 635
4 NPT 3 5 / 16 6s i,, 5 7 /, 69' /8 -I-7T/—, 48 7/8	12 14 4 FLG 14b 139 72U
4NPT 35 /16 . 69 /16 5 /a 81 1 /8 17 7 /a 60 7 /8	12 14 4 FLG 176 167 8015
4 NPT 31 /16 6 /1 a 5 7 /6 93'/, 1 7 7 /8 72'/8	12 14 4 FLG 204 196
4 NPT 3 /1 6 6 / 16 5 /, 105'/, 17'/8 84'/s	 12 14 4 FLG 234 224 975
4 NPT '3/, 6 6 /16 5 /n i 17/8 17 ' /e 96'/d	12 14 4 FLG 263 252 IF,Ft0
4 NPT 35/16 69/ , 6 5 7 /8 57 1 /, 17 7 /8 34'/8
	73 14 6 FLG 116 111 63b
4 NPT 35 /16 69 /16 5'/a 69 '/,% 17 /a 46 7 /a	 13 14 6 FLG 146 139 74 4
4 NPT 35 /16 6-0 116 5 ' /R 81'/e 17'/8 58'/,	 13 14 6 FLG 175 167 80'7
4 NPT 3 5 /16 6 /16 5 /, 93'/8 17'/8 70 ' /e 	 13 14 6 FLG 204 196 F!9,
1'lfll20_7 .2$ WU207 .48 8 NPT 10 5 /8 6 NPT 4 9'/2 8'/4 101'/6 24 75'/2	15 2G 6 FLG 453 439 1F17'ait1tL32r}ii•28 WU20$-48 8 NPT 10 5 /e 6 NPT 4	 /, 9'/2 8 3 /6 113'/, 24 77'/2
	15 20 6 FLG 517 502 2G3!^
WLtt?9.28 WU209 .48 8 NPT 10'/8 6 NPT 43 /6 9 1 /2 8 3 /4 125 1 /8 24	 99'/2 15
	 20 6 FLG
	 582	 565 2 167
WW-04.210 WU204^410 8 NPT 10 1/ 6 6 NPT 4 3 /8 9'/, 8'/4 69 1 /, 24	 41'/4 16'/4
 20 8 FLG
	 259	 251	 1402
WU2tT5 .2D3 WU 05	 8 NPT 10 /, G NPT 4 3 1, 9 /, 8 /4 81]/,, 24	 51	 17'/2
 20 10 FLG
	 324	 314	 i^st,(?
Vi132a46
 218 °t'►rU20_6^416 8 NPT 10 '/, 6 NPT 4/, 9 1 /2 8 3 /4
 93'/6 24	 63	 17 1 / 20 10 FLG
	 388	 377	 11^F;
1k E? 77 .216 'ft►i1207-416 8 NPT 10 5 /, 6 NPT 4 3 /, 9 1 /2
 83 /4 105'/, 24	 75	 17'/2
 20 10 FLG
	 453	 439
	 1873WLIV -218 WU208 .416 8 NPT 10`/, 6 NPT 4'/, 9'/, 8'/4 117'/, 24
	 87	 17'/2
 20 10 FLG
	 5 1 7	 50<
	
2VO,
WttCt'12i6 WU208416 r NPT lU s /, 6 NPi 4'/, 3`'/2 8 3 /4 129'/, 24	 99	 17'/ 2
 20 10 FLG
	 5P?
Q7errlf-i5,wns are subject to change. If exact dimensions are needed for layout, write for certified prints.
TYPE "WLI" BEAT EXCH + GERS ("U" Tube Design)
..WU" type "U" tubee5
	 Shell diameter in inches
	










	 ^ 4 Pas i K
WU 144.24 WU 144 .44 6 N PT 8
WU14 -24 WU145-44 6 NPT 8
r3^11 A Z-24 VJU*046 .44 6 NPT 8
Y;'J 147- 24 WU 147.44 6 NPT 8
WU 1 44-28




Vd'Jlr'328 'dr`UD48^i8 6 NPT 8 4 NPT 3 5 /, 6 69 /16 5'/e 105'/, 17'/, 62 7 /8	 13 14 6 FLC 234 224 971,
WL;W-28 VIU149 . B 6 NPT 8 4 NPT 3 / 16 6 /16 5 /e 117 V. i7 7/, 94'/8 	13 14 6 FLG 263 252 IObJ
WUt&4.25 WIJ164.45 6 NPT 9'/a 4 NPT 4 79/16 8 573/4 1 9 7 /6 34	 14 16 6 FLG 150 143 787W 5115 .25 ^ Li!65.45 G NPT 9 1 /, 4 NP? 4 7 /„ 8 69" /4 197/e 46	 14 16 6 FLG 189 180 892WU1G6 .25 VJ11166 .45 6 NPT 9'/, 4 NPT 4 79/16 8 813 /4 19 7 58	 14 lE 6 FLG 227 217 9 1
7-25WU 16- WU167-45 6 NPT 9	 ,/ 4 NPT 4 7 /16 8 93'/6 19'/8 70	 14 16 6 FLG 265 254 116?
WU8E3-25 WL1163.45 6 NPT 9 1 /, 4 NPT 4 179/16 8 -1-0-5-1—/4 19 7/, 82	 14 16 6 FLG 304 291 1201
1'6'!.1169 .25 WO 169-45 6 NPT 9'/, TN PT 4 79/16 8 117 3/4 19 7 /a 94	 14 16 6 FLG 342 32.7 1312
WU164-210 WU164.410 6 NPT 9'/a 4 NPT 4 79/16 8 573/4 19 7 /15 3 1 3 /4	 16 16 B FLG 150 143 787WU165-210 ^YU1G5410 6 NPT 9'/, 4 NPT Q 79/1,. 8 693/4 19'/ 43 3 /4
	16 16 8 FLG 188 i80 892
V`J111136-210 WU166 .410 6 NPT 9'/, 4 NPT 4 79/16 B 813/4 197 /6 553 /,.	 16 16 8 FLG 227 217 997
W11167 .210 WU167.410 G NPT 9 1 /, 4 NPT 4 7,1 /16 8 93'/ 1 9' /a 67 3 /4	16 16 8 FLG !65 254 ;	 +ilV)
WUIBB-210 WU168 .410 h NOT 9' /a 4 NPT 4 79/,n 8 105 3 /4 1 9' /a 79 3 /4	16 16 8 FLG 304 291 1Xi7	 I
4AtU16^J-2D0 WU169410 V NPT 9' /, 4 NPT 4 1';16 8 117 3 /4 19 7/8 91 3 /4
	16 16 8 FLG 342 327 1317



















51 1 /2 	13 3/4





















4 1 /,	 18 3 /8


















WU184-212 iF UIM94412 6 NPT 11 4 NPT 4 5 /, 8 3 /8 9'/ 65 1 /; 22 39 1 /4
	15 18 8 FLG 195 195 1015
WU 185-212 WU 185412 6 NP1 11 4 NPT 45 /e 8 3 /8 9'/4 7 7 1 /2 22 51 1 /4	15 18 8 FLG 242 242 113;;




7 9 CIO 44 ry WU188-412li/1/tan •J .c 6 NPTr •.nv 11 4 NPT 4 5 /, 8 3 /, 9'/4 113'/. 22 87'/4	15 18 8 FLG 387 387 l;ilj
- —	 _ ' — ''	 /a v /a J /a 1 LU - 12 cc aS-/a
	
I5 Iti ti F 
	 li 43^ 4.i5 i6	 :';	 p	 1,
WU204-28 iIWU204 .48 8 NPT 10 5 /w 6 NPT 4'; , 9' /2 8 3 / 4 65'/, 24 39'/ 2
	15 20 6 FLG 259 251 14f+ 2 	 4WJ205.28 WU205-48 8 NPT 10 1 /	 16 NPT 4 3 /8 9 1 /2 8 3 /4 77'/6 24 51'/2
	15 20 6 FLG 324 314 IFE-






DIMEIISIONS IN INCHES ' , HEATING
y (M FT)G MM2 PASS 4 PASS i PASS L 4. AND I PM






tIN" V"341 1'/. NPTj 2'/a 1 NPI I 1'/• 21/4 - - - 40'/. T/4 29 6'1, 01, 2'1," NPT 41 41 - 78
W94W UY4444 1',i NPT 2'/a 1 NPT i 1'i• 2'1. - - - 521/. 7 1 /4 41 6' /a 4'/1 2'1," NPT 57 5.7 - 92
ar411,44 MtliM V/. NPT 2'1. 1 NPT 11 1'A 2'/4 - - - 6411+ 7'/. 53 6'1, VA 2'1," NPT 7.2 7.2 - 106
tr4eI24 . 11Ii41M V/4 N /. I NP7 i 1 /. -p,,, - - - 76 /a —7',. 65 0A 4'/: 2' /. - NPT 8.8 8.6 - I20 _
NY47i1 teWlia, 11/4 NP i 1'/. I NPT 1 11/4 2 1 /• - - - BB'h 7'/• 77 6'/. 01, 2'/."NPT 10.4 10.4 - 139	 9
1 1 1N4116=11 ON" '11fEi0 1NPT 3'/• 1'/a NPT V'/u 2"ha 3'/%• 2"1,1 t '/• NPT 2 "1*a 40'/a 10'/1 27'/1 6'/a 6'/s 2'1,"NPr 12.7 127 9.6
IlIfe441 0111111114411 1NPT 3'1* 1'/.NPT 1"1,1 2"/" 31/" 2'1,1 V/4 NPT 2"1,a 52'A 10'/1 39'/1 6'/. VA 2'h" NPT 17.4 17.4 13.1 150	 e-	 d
'•^ Nr1 M 1111" 1111" 2NPT 31/4 1 1 /1 NPT 1 11 /1+ 2"1%• 3'/" 2"1,1 1'/• NPT 2"/ta 61 1 1, 10'/a . 51'1, 6'/a 6'/. 2',1"NPT 22.1 22.1 16.7 1 75
11Ye11tu NY1" 11111011411 2NPT 3'/4 P/a NPT N 1/at 2"h. 3'/#a 2"/B2 1'/. NPT 2"1,a VA 10'A 63'/1 6'/. 8'1* 2'1," NPT 26.8 26.8 20.2 2ne
0110174111 W.W41 4t 9413 2NP1 3'1* 1,1'	 NP1 1"/v 2"h. 31A * 2"1*1 1'A NPT 2"h. 88'/. 10'1, 75'/1 6'1* /e6' 2'1,"NPT 31.5 31.5 23.8 225
onl. 7 Wj" 41WM ' 2 NPT 3'A Ph NPT I"!n 2"h• 3'1, . 2" /31 1'/• NPT 2 111, . 100'h 10'/1 17'1, 6'/. 6'/e 2'1,"NPT 36.2 36.2 27.3 2f0
tr1114te tn1l44as p11r14M 3 NPT 5 2 NPT 2 3'1, 4 3 1 NPT 3'/• 53 12'/1 37 S'	 1 8'/. 4" FLG 32 32 26 222
WA64* 1rDeI44 r1lItJ1'• 3 NPT 5 2 NPT 2 3'/, 4 3 1 NPT 31/• 65 12'/1 49 8'1, 8'1* 4" FLG 41 41 33 'ITi6
1MIMIM a 41rrN1: 3 NPT 5 2 NPT 2 3'1, 1 3 2 NPT 3'/• 77 12'h III V 1 8'/a 4" FLG 49 49 41 294
1r MA4 ' W V44 N14F4a ' 3 NPT 5 2 NPT 2 3'/. 4 3 2 NPT 3'A 89 12'/1 73 I' 1, M /a 4" FLG 58 58 48 330
Y1NE TII . WA40 11 MO •' 3 NPT 5 2 NP7 2 3' 1, 4 3 2 NPT 3'A 101 12% 95 8 1 /1 8'/a 4" FLG 67 67 55 366
NPT NPT ' 1 Pr ^'/ 11 1	 ' T ' ' 4" ' ^^
VNIU	 / Nft0i 11110846 4 NPT 5'/a 3 NPT 21, 4'/a 1'1* 3"h. 2'1, NPT 4'/e 53 14'/. 31'1* 9 10'A 4" FLG 56 53 45 331
1100" w1r1114M nYiWA 4 NPT 5 74 3 NPT 21A 4'/a 4'/. 3"A• 2'1, NPT 4'/. 65 14'1* 48'/4 9 1O'A 4" FLG 71 6B 66 389
M_99"9 Ir VW44A WUM46 4 NPT 5'n 3 NPT 2'A 4'1, 4' /4 3 "ha 2'	 NPT1, 4'/. 77 14'h 60'/. 9 10'/• 4" FLG 86 82 68 437
0191 70 W JA 11!119# 4 NPT 5'1, 3 NPT Y/. 4'/. 4'/. 3" h. 2'h NPT 4'/. 89 14'1* 72'/. 1 10 1/4 4" FLG 101 96 TWO
N*110	 i•t1 WSUI M *Gt/M • 4 NPT 51/. 3 NPT 21A 4"A 4'A 3 1 '/1• N1, NPT 4'/a 101 14'1, 14 1 /. 9 10'/. 4" FLG 116 110 92 513
floor . Wig" woto@45 4 NPI 51/. 3 NPT 2'1, 4'/a 4'1, 3"h. 2 1 h NPT 4'A 113 141/a 96 1 /. 1 A 4 " FLG 124 104 696
IlTet444 W"S" 'r4	 IA 4 r;PT S / 3 NPT 2'1, 4 /. 4'/• 3" i. 2' 1 NPT 4'/a 125 U'/. 08'1* 9 10 A 4"FLG 138 116
IW$44i1 WUIU49 W040 s APT P/• 4 iPT Yl. 5'/a 5'/. 4'/1 3 NPT 5"h. 56'/1 16'/. 37 '/. 10' /a 12'/• 5" FLG 78 68 W	 458
W1*46 Y'.WUS .4f N INJ" 4 NPT 7`/. 4 NPT 2118 5'/a 5'1, 4'h 3 NPT 5"/^+ 68'1, 16'/. 49'/. 10'/. 121/. 5" FLG
f131
98 65 E25
NUCIM 4 NPi Ti. 4 NPT 2'/. 5'/a V/a 4'/. 3 NPT 5"A. 80'1, 16'/. 91'/. 10'1, 12'/. S' FLG 119 103 594
W9 1VN MU74 WOIV418 1 NPT 7'/. 4 NPT 2'/a VA 5'1* 4'1, 3NPT 5 11/,. 51 11, 16 1 /. 7 3'/. 10'/. 12' 1* 5" FLG 139 121
T . 4 NP1 7':i S'1* 5'1, 4 1 1 3 NPT
66










' 1 YPE i `WU" HEAT EXCHAN' 7RS ("U 11 Tube vesign)
,.^.	 a Pas! HEAD	 4 PASS HEAD	 4 PASS NEAR	 A
D	 C
r
/ F 	 k F T
_1_	 ^/	 au" }i'	 F1
Cast iron or bolted steel legs can be
supplied when specified.
Room for ;"naval of tube bundle, equal to or greater than "A",
should be provided.













FLG e I	 C I 0 at
10' 4 9% 14% 5% 10' NOT AVAILABLE
12" 4 OX 15% 5 12' NOT AVAILABLE
14' S 10% 1'PA 634 14" 4 1'r4 f-2%.T 17:6 i34
16' S 1134 1 19H 0, 1r 4 9% 2% 1136 6%
1Q' i 1135 2Z 7w jr •4 9% 434 22 7 -




a PASS "CAD	 4 PASS "CAD
Flares connections for field piping dulled
and faced per 150( ANSI standards.
DIMENSIONS 4" THRU 20" DIAMETER
J-
"WU" type "U" tubeShell diameter in inches
Tube bundle length in feet
t Number of tube passes
T Ball spacing to inches
Complete sales number consists of example: WU86.44
TYPE 'INU" HEAT EXCHANGERS ( "U" Tube Design)
0*^YGINAI^ rA r,, IS
1)0
DESIGN PRESSURES—A.S.M.E. CONSTRUCTION
CAST IRON & BRASS UNITS
DESIGN PRESSURES MAX. TEMP. Alf. OFSHELL
DIAMETER TUBE i SHELL SIDETUBE SIDE • SHELL SIDE_
lMORKIPi	 I TEST	 J WORKING TEST CAST IR014 BRASS
4' 150 psi 300 psi 150 psi 300 psi; 375 F 3W F
6' 150 psi 300 psi 150 psi 300 psi 375 F 300 F
8' 150 psi 300 psi 150 psi 300 psi 375 F 300 F
10'4 & 6 Pass 150 psi 300 psi 150 psi 3000 375 F 300 F
10'2 Pass 125 psi 250 psi 150 psi 300 psi 373 F 300 F
12' 6 Pass 150 psi 300 psi 150 psi 300 psi 375 F —
12' 1 & 4 Pass 125 psi 250 psi 150 psi 300 psi 375 F 300 F
14' 125 0 250 psi 150 psi 300 psi 375 F 300 F
16' 1250, 250 psi 150 psi 300 psi 375 F 300 F
18' 1250-- 250 psi 150 psi 300 psi 375 F 300 F
20' 125 psi 250 psi 150 psi 300 psi 375 F 300 F
• For tube side pressure hiptwr than shown, spacial heads are mquked. Consult a a 6 ItspnsrntNM is+
smalcations and dlrnsnsions.
CONSTRUCTION
Standard "WU- Heat Exchangers are constructed according
to A.S.M . E. requirements for pressures and temperature
noted In table above. A Manufacturers' Oata Report for
Unfired Pressure Vessels, Form No. U•1 as required by the
provisions of the A.S.M.E. Code Rules Is furnished with
each unit.
MAT
This form is signed by a qualified inspector, holding a
National Board Commission, and is certified by the Mutual
Boiler and Machinery Insurance Company, Factory Mutual
Group of Insurance Companies, that construction conforms
to the latest A.S.M.E. Code for unfired pressure vessels,




PAW CAST IRON UNIT =RA" Wr
2.4 i $ pass 2 l 4 Pass
Sholl steel Stes
Head Cast Iron Cast 0	 ss
Tubas W 0.0. 1L;pper Copper .
Tube Sheet Steen Rolled Na	 Brass
Baffbas Steal Steel
Nuts & Botts Steel Steel
BELL & GOSSETT MOSTOW 0*0rle, JkL. 60033
Fluid Handiial Oivislac Iabrnaueasf Tsiephone srd Tslavaph Cerperstisa Irk	 PAINTED 104 u.s,A. 1141
Pumps P3, P4, P5
68
This page has been deleted because of copyright information. For
information on Bell and Gossett, series 60 in-line pumps, contact
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Series 60 Pumps can be furnished in
bronze-fitted, all iron, or all bronze construction
to suit your application
	 P l" P4_1 P^)--
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0 0
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IN U.S. GALLONS PER MINUTE

























1/4 HP '/i HP
v	 au	 ^v	 ^u	 4u	
*'joo
	 iu	 80











cu	 v	 OV	 Ou	 1W	 1"Lu







CAPACITY IN U.S. GALLONS PER MINUTE 	 CAPACITY IN U.S. GALLONS PER MINUTE
Curves based upon shop test using clear cold water
at a temperature of not over 85° F.
Horsepower curves do not include motor service factor.
Dimensions FIG. 1 AA SIZES FIG. 2 A SI "?FS
II
P.	 --- ' - r---A--'I - I -SUCTION
STANDARD VOLTAGES
'/a	 1 PH, 115 Volts. 1/3 to 1'/2 HP, 1 PH, 115/230 Volts. '/a to 3/4 
HP, 3 PH, 200-230/460 Volts. 1 to 2 HP, 208 or 230/460 Volts
HP,
All single phase motors have built-in overload protection.
Companion flanges furnished for suction and discharge




























173;6 11 5 X1/2 
_ 11AA/4
11 1/2AA 1/a 11/z i	 16 11
1h 51/8 77/8
--
1/2A 1 11 17 111/z	 I 5 1/8 77/8









2AA 1/4 2 161/8 111/2
51/a 8
_
2AA 1/3 2 171/8 111/2 51/s 8_
2AA 1/2 2 17%
111/2 51/8 8
_
60 . 14 2AA 3/4 2
















_ 520 /a 1312 55/a 91/2
2A 1/2 2 211/4 14 53/4 93/8_
2A 3/4 2 213/4 14 53/4 97/8_





















60-19	 2A	 11/2	 2 _	 205/a
	 14	 53/4	 97/8	 3-h60-20	 2A	 213/8
	
11	 53/4	 97/8	 31/2
60 21**	 2A	 2**
	 2
..Not available in single phase.	
Dimensions are approximate and not to be used for construction purposes.
Construction Materials
FOR PORTS IN CONTACT WITH FLUID PUMPED
BRONZE FITTED PUMP ALL IRON PUMP
ALL BRONZE PUMP
DESCRIPTION Cast Iro n Bronze
Volute Cast Iro n--	 — - Ca st Iron Iron with Brass Face Plate
Bearing Bracket Cast Iron 	 _ Steel (AA)/Cast Iron (A) Brass
Impeller Brass Steel Steel
Impeller Key Steel	
-- Steel Brass








' Shaft Sleeve _ __Carbon Sea l Ring, Remite Seat, Synthetic Rubber Bellows Sea! Assembly and Stainless Steel Spring










AURORA  PU MP 	 NO. OF PRINTS I
A UNIT QF GENERAL SIGNAL
	 3 FOR APPROVAL
BOO AIRPORT ROAD-NORTH AURORA .ILLINOIS •60542	 FINAL0
SALES ®FIFICE:, v9o/z4	 UM P	 Z  .S 	 Po# ^Gl^P 9^--7-O,q





OLD TO:	 %V	 tJ	 PO # '74t,52 4 - /010 7




^NF NUMBER OF UNITS / ^'Z x X 9A SIZE j^^ MODEL	 POWER SERIES/20 
	 GPM	 _.60 	TDH	 ^D	 RPM	 ROTATION:
BASE:
	




	 ® STANDARD ® MECHANICAL SEAL Z THREADED
DRIP RIM	 FITTED	
q SPACER	 ® STANDARD	 q FLANGE
PUMP ONLY q









_ l ip. _ PHASE
IY:	 AURORA	 ODP
	
q OTHERS	 q TEFC
q XPROOF
q VERTICAL	 NOTE: MOTOR NOT MOUNTED
P? HORIZONTAL /-_ACT0,2Y irl03Cc AT FACTORY ON





t,ERTIFIED SECTION: _T1110 	 PAGE: 	 CURVE NUMBER: 3 ?G	 3
PRINT:
	 SPECIAL:	 MAINTENANCE:
BY: R	 DATE: t :q / 7Z^^ OFFICE: .	 !/^ Ohm
THIS ORDER WILL NOT BE PROCESSED FOR MANUFACTURING UNTIL APPROVAL IS RECEIVED.
PRINTS ARE NOT TO SCALE AND ARE CERTIFIED CORRECT ONLY FOR THIS ORDER. ALL
ORDERS SUBJECT TO ACCEPTANCE AT AURORA PUMP, NORTH AURORA, ILLINOIS.
T HIS ORDER CAN BE RELEASED FOR MANUFACTURING AS SHOWN: q 
AUTHORITY:







ON STEE L BASES
WG	 -4--DH


















STANDARD POSITION (1)HH FOUNDATION BOLTS
PUMPS WITH THREADED CONNECTIONS
PUMP SIZE














I' 1 7 5' 2' 4'	
•
4" , 5' 7 ', NA 4" NA NA
I	 , 1'; 9 6', 2',, 57. 6 6	 , 7', NA 41, NA NA
1	 , 2 7 5. 2', 4', 5', 5', 7'„ NA 4" NA NA
1 2 9 6', 2 1 , 5', ' 6 1 6' 7', 8', 4, 6', NA
4	 , 2 12 7'. 2', 7	 11 8 8	 ,• NA
'A
61, NA
PUMPS WITH AM. STD. 125 LB. FLANGED CONNECTIONS
2 2', 7 51. 1', 4'„ 5 1 , 5'' 6" 7" 41 5" NA
2 9 7 15 6 6 6	 ,' 7 4 5', NA
2 2, 12 8 77 7 8 8 NA 7, NA 5, NA
2 ; 3 7 5'. 2 4 5" 7' S. 6 NA
2 3 9 7 2 5'•, 6 1 , 7 7 8 4,1 6 N
2 , 3 12 8 2 7', 8 . . B', NA 8 NA 6'. NA
3 4 9 7 2, 6 6 7 7', 8 4', 6', NA
3 4 12 8 2, 7',, 8 8 NA 8'. NA 6 6.
4 4 7 6 2 15, 6	 ,e 7' 7" 8" 5 6	 '.. NA
4 5 9A J 3'. 5', 6	 ', 7', NA 9 NA 7'.
4 5 9B 7', 2', 6 1 .
8•
N 9 NA 7 NA
4 5 12 ;7 2', 7 `7 1 9' NA 9 NA 7 7
5 6 12 19 2', 8'. 9 10 NA 9', NA 7'. 7'.
.6 6 9 8, 2', 7 8 9
1 10
NA 9 NA 7 NA
6 1	 6	 1 12 19 3, 8	 , 19 NA 10. NA NA 8,
DISC
POSITION (4)
BASE SIZE I HA HB HE HG I	 HH	 I HP I HP
12 a 301 12 1 30 1 9 3	 1 2	 1 15 —
17 - 341 17 1 34 1 15 3	 1 4
_
1 1',
18 + 38 18 38 16 4	 1 4
18 . 42 16 42 16 4	 1 4
18+44 18 44 15 4 4 _1







FRAME 1 2 3
WG 10'	 , 13" + 13"
CASE
BORE
7 5 . 6 . — ~.






56 12 f I
-- 7!A .
1437 11 1 NA NA
14ST 12 S 3 NAr
182T 13 3 NA_
F 184 14 t —3 NA
213T 16 51, 2 3
_	
NA
215T 18 5 2 3 NA
7545 21 6	 , 3 4 4 --
256T 23 6', NA 4 a
704 r 24 7 N A 5
_4—
	 —
284TS 22 7 NA
5 ^_...
5
286T 25 7 NA 5 5
286TS 24 7 NA 5
324T 26 0 NA — 6 6
324TS 25 8 NA 6 .^ G
3267 28 8 NA 6
6._..^,.
326TS 26 8 NA6
—_ Y6^
3645	 1 29 9 NA 1	 6 6
364T5 27 9 NA 1	 6 6 ^f
NOTES
1. ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES.
2. DIMENSIONS MAY VARY±1/4.
3. NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION PURPOSES UNLESS
CERTIFIED.
4. NA = NOT APPLICABLE.
5. CHECK DISCHARGE POSITION, CASING DIMENSIONS
WHICH EXCEED DIMENSION "D" MAY REQUIRE PADS FOR
THE PUMP AND/OR MOTOR.
6. CONDUIT BOX IS SHOWN IN APPROXIMATE LOCATION.
DIMENSIONS ARE NOT SPECIFIED AS THEY VARY WITH
EACH MOTOR MANUFACTURER.
* DIM "HT" MAY VARY 1/8" to V.
t D DIMENSIONS OF 6 x 6 x 12 PUMP WITH 254T THRU
326T MOTOR IS 8".
I: AURORA PUMP'
' r	 A UNIT OF GENERAL SIGNAL

















`ECTION 340 PAGE 404 - 1'• X Z X 9H SERNES 340 OR 3 ` J





CASE PATT. N0. -3508A
































I ; 4	 ' I HP







-20	 40	 60	 80	 100	 120	 140	 160	 180
CAPACITY -- G.P. M.	 S1C-116331
VOW
AUROZZA PUMP
A SNIT OF GENERAL SIGNAL CORPORATION
AURORA - ILLINOIS
^ . AURORA  PUMP
CD A UNIT OF GENERAL SIGNAL




-ALE'; '7710Ee	 PO ## 757 -9.3^7>A





)LD TC'	 r fZAJ O•	 -	 PO # 74f9 - /00 '7
R E F S r, ,-: ^h :^	 /y/^? M /G TO ti .^ O G A ^'
PUMP
46---NUMBER OF UNITS ^X	 /Z X (^ SIZE	 MODEL	 POWER SERIES PUMP ONLY q
-GPM 	 TDH	 17-5o	 RPM	 ROTATION: RH ® LH q
"ASE: CONSTRICTION: COUPLING: STUFFING BOX: CONNECTIONS	 LUBRICATION
L-J STEEL ® STANDARD IRSTANDARD	 W MLCHANICAL SEAL ® THREADED	 GREASE
DP'? RIM FITTED
q SPACER T STANDARD q FLANGE q OIL
ST %c-L q LR GUARD q q 125#
F'-^!-,,ICATED q PACKING q 250#
q LANTERN RING q
MOTOR
/ HERTZ	 2 D 9 VOLTS (HP. PHASE RPM  FRAME
Y: r' AURORA N ODP q VERTICAL NOTE: MOTOR NOT MOUNTED
EDOTHERS q TEFC ^J HORIZONTAL FGT©RY fNo1CC AT FACTORY ON






NIHIFIED SECTION:	 PAGE:	 -^	 CURVE NUMBER: 3 PG -/10 9' Z 6
nRj
 I.^ ^T:	 SPECIAL:	 MAINTENANCE:Ce
BY: _wJs	 DATE:	 L f• / 77	 OFFICE:	 ooe6 04
THIS ORDER WILL NOT BE PROCESSED FOR MANUFACTURING UNTIL APPROVAL IS RECEIVED.
PRINTS ARE NOT TO SCALE AND ARE CERTIFIED CORRECT ONLY FOR THIS ORDER. ALL
ORDERS SUBJECT TO ACCEP TANCE AT AURORA PU M P, NOR TH AURORA, ILL IN OIS.
-1@S ORDER CAN BE RELEASED FOR MANUFACTURING AS SHG'NN: q AUTHORITY:










,, ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES,
2, DIMENSIONS MAY VARY f 3 N.
3, NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION
PURPOSES UNLESS CERTIFIED,
6. CONDUIT BOX SHOWN IN
APPROXIMATE LOCATION,
CAPACITOR, WHEN FURNISHED,
NORMALLY APPEARS ON TOP
OF MOTOR ,DIMENSIONS ARE
NOT SPEC IFI EC AS THEY VARY




..,.AURORA f,i0DEL 324A PUE S	 SECTION 32O P;,UE . 751




























STANDARD POSITIO N  (1)
FRAME C
APPROX.
H HA HB HD HE HG HP
48 10 3, 9 21 7', 6 7 2', 6 10'7
50 12 35 9 21 7' , 6 7 2'• 1 , 10'7
143T 11 e. 9 121 7",,, 7 2'.1, 10',
145T • 12 '. 9 21 7 " , 6 7 2'., 6 10',
182T 13 10 24 7', 7 2 5 , 12
184T 14 '; 10 24 7'. 7 2 '6, 12
213T 16 '., 12 27 8'.; 9 3 131,
PUMP SIZE
W X Y DC DD DE HL	 -DISCHARGE SUCTION
CASE
BORE
'/^ 1 6 131:6, 5 1.; 1 35/,, 3'•,, 3 '/, 4',,,
e/6 1 7 131/. 6!; 1'/6, 3 4 4'/,. 4"/1.
1 1 1/6 4 13% 4 ;1, 1 2'/6, 2% 2 41% 
1 1 1/. 5 13'116 5 2 2'6,,b 2'/. 3 4'/6,
1 1 6 13' 16 51/1 1	 11 116 35/1, 3 3 ii 4'^^ ♦
1 '/. 1 '/, 5 13'.: 5 1 "/,, 2'6, 2 3'41. 4 ,/s
1, 7A 13 1 /. 6'/. 2 4 4'/„ 4'6,, 4's/,•
i '/. I% 7 B 13'/,, 6% 2'/, 4 4% 4% 5'/i •
1 1/e 11,E 9 13'/, 8 2 511/. 5'iie 5 11/1, 51/,
1 '4 2 4 13'', 5 2'/e 2'6,, 3 2:6, 5'/e
1 1/2 2 7 13':,6 7 2'/6, 4 1 1, 4 14 4 ii 5'/.
2 21/, 4 13 5 3 ' 1 16 212 3 2 61/,
2 216 5 13'.. 6 2 " ., 6 3 3'11. 3'11. 5'/6
2 21/2 6 13'/,e 6 23; 3'/ 3 11 ,, 4 534,
2 21/ 7 131, 7 2,. 4'/,, 4'/,, 4'.6, 6
3 3 6 13 '; 8 3', 3', 4',,. 5 6 13 ,6
;.	 AU RC9 RAT- PUMP
'	 A UNIT OF GENERAL SIGNAL
800 AIRPORT ROAD -NORTH AURORA ILLINOIS-60542
77
-•_-: _^, _-•-- --	 -_. -- _-.- MAX. SPHERES	 7/I6 DIA
-33/4"




-' CASE PATT. NO.-34-2-12






















.. X,1- I / 1 X 0 3tLm 	 w329 PAGE415
	
ENCLOSED IMPELLM
	 mm MARCH 1966
--
--1	 AX, SPW-RES- MIS !IA
- -	 - -
- --
- -^-'-
-	 -	 - -	 -
IMP. PATT. NO.- s1-7-Mt
'3140 '/• CASE PATT. NO.-
-^
_ --  
50'/.





_Z 100 - ;,j
80 ' 56_
-




`0' ,20 -0 1 0	 I 0	 2
OADA01TV INI	 r-% D nA
..., .....,.. .	 ...	 . . ....
AUR0IRA IINYMP
.^^1•	
3°+r v	 A UNIT OF GENERAL SIGNAL CORPORATION
AU R O R A • ILLINOIS
78
® MECHA.NICAL SEAL 19 THREADED
	
19 GREASE




A UNIT OF Z3ENEFiAL. SIGNAL
	 FOR APPROVAL
rL ^ 1 ' l	 800 AIRPORT ROAD-NORTH AURORA ILLINOIS • 60542 	 FINAL
TALES OFFICE: a R o R A	 M - D,4LL/4_S,	 Po# a'ya- g3 -7-lA





PO # 7yyq"OLD TO:	 T l O .
REFERENCE: ^ A M PTO IV •.`^' D L
A C NUMBER OF UNITS	 X	 /A X 6 SIZE














POWER SERIES	 PUMP ONLY Cl
RPM
	
ROTATION: RH Rl	 LH q
CONNECTIONS	 LUBRICATION
	
FABRICATED	 q PACKING	 q 250#
STEEL
q LANTERN RING	 q _
M OTOR
3	 HP.	 PHASE	 HERTZ 4 C(5 VOLTS / 	 RPM iff 6p FRAME
M EZ AURORA	 ® ODP	 q VERTICAL	 nNOTE: MOTOR NOT MOUNTED
	
q OTHERS	 q TEFC	 Y HORIZONTAL Fi4CTO1Z Y C9k0/,EAT FACTORY ON










CERTIFIED SECTION:,3C2-- PAGE: C;?16 — CURVE NUMBER: -31 C" /o q •z
O RINT:	 SPECIAL:	 MAINTENANCE:
BY;	 DATE: 9 / z 7 /_77 OFFICE:	 ,( Ra'eR
THIS ORDER WILL NOT BE PROCESSED FOR MANUFACTURING UNTIL APPROVAL IS RECEIVED.
PRINTS ARE NOT TO SCALE AND ARE CERTIFIED CORRECT ONLY FOR THIS ORDER. ALL
ORDERS SU9JECT TO ACCEPTANCE AT AURORA PUMP, NORTH AURORA, ILLINOIS.
HIS ORDER CAN BE RELEASED FOR MANUFACTURING AS SHOWN: q 
AUTHORITY:
OFFICE:
DATE:3ELEASE FOR MANUFACTURING PER ATTACHED CHANGE ORDER: q
...	 7.9
AU 0RA [. ►ODEL 324A M. l wo*mnmm SECTIoH 320 P ,'.' E . 2S1





























H HA HIS HD HE HG HP
4E 10 ', 9 21 7",, 7 2',,, 10'7
56 12 ', 9 21 7', • 7 2'., e 10'7
143T 11 ', 9 21 7"„ 7 2'.,, 10'7
145T' 12 3, 9 21 7 " ;, 7 2',, 10',
182T 13 17 10 24 7', 7 2', 12
184T 14 '; 10 24 7', 7 2 1 , 12
2137 lb '1i 12 27 >!'.; 9 3 13'7
PUMP SIZE
W X Y DC DD	 I DE HLDISCHARGE SUCTION
CASE
BORE
3/1 1 6 13':; 5'/, 1 3',,, 3 '/,, 3 '/6 4',,,
1/4 1 7 13',1 6'/, 1'y 3 4 4'/, 4"/,,
1 1 '/, 4 13 11/1 4'/, 1 "/1 , 2 3, 2'/ 21/4 4 1/1
1 11/1 5 131/„ 5 2 2'3,,,, 2',; 3 47/4
1 11/1 6 13'/„ 5 !, 1	 " , 1 , 3';i6 3310 3 r'i 4 "^6
1'/, 1'/, 5 13!1 5 11y i• 2 '. 21 /,, 3'/,# 4'/i
1 1/1 1'/, 7A 13!. 16'/, 2 4 4'/I, 4 1 41f/ic
1 1/1 1 '/, 7 B 13',,,, 6 '1 2'/„ 4 41/, 4 5/ 5'/1,
1!, 1 ii 9 13'/„ 8 2!i 5"116 5 /. 5 ^'^s 51/,
1	 !^ 2 4 13 % 5 12'.; 211 3 2'1; 5 3/1,
1 1/2 2 7 13',;, 7 2!i, 4';, 4'; 4 1/, 51/9
2 1	 2 1 ; 4 13 5 3'4„ 2' 7 3 213/, 11/1
2 2'1 5 13'1 6 2111. 3 3'i. 3 5'G
2 2'/, 6 133,,,6 6 2'•'i 3'•i 3 1I1 i6 4 '/i 5'i
2 2'y 7 13', 7 2' 4„ 4 3/„ 4 6






1. ALL ll"ENt10Ni IN INCHES,
2. DIMENLIONfo MAY VARY f 3 ..
]. NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION
PURPOSES UNLESS CERTIFIED.
A. CONDUIT SOX SHOWN IN
APPROXIMATE LOCATION.
CAPACITOR. WHEN FURNISHED.
NORMALLY APPEAR •.,, ON TOP
OF MOTOR. DIMENSIONS ARE
NOT SPECIFIED AS THEY VARY
WITH EACH MOTOR MANUFAC-
TURER.
AUR40RA PUMP
A UNIT OF GENER^L SIGNAL
-^6100AIRPORT ROAD- NORTH AL,RORA ILLINOI$•60542^
JR()
x Z_l/L x 0 btiMb izu,
ENCLOSED IMPELLER
SECTION 320 PAGE 415
DATED MARCH 1966
MAX. SPHERES- 7/16 WA
IMP. PATT. N0.- 31-7-12
14 0 (:ASE PATT. N0: 31-2-12








0	 4 0 ' g -	
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MAX. SPHERES- 7/16 DIA
" IMP. PATT. N0.-31- 7-12
sow
_._.	 _._
-	 CASE PATT. NO.-31-2-12






















LAF'ALI i Y IIN U. r. M.	 VII-VII V JLd
CAPACITY IN G. P. M.	 1170
-- -	 ------, 
,^: <
'INAL PAGE IS^^	 AURORA PuL"P




A UNIT OF GENERAL SIGNAL




ALES OFFICE:	 .4 T---'M	 _IDAc 4 5, 	 Po;r





ILD TO:	 7- /R1	 sly .	
-	 -	
PO#
REFERENCE:	 ? fVA/`9JL n0Al
PUMP
x7 ^ MODEL qNUMBER OF UNITS SIZE POWER SERIES PUMP ONLY
GPM	 •.^ `^	 TDH 174m^®	 —RPM ROTATION: RH 3	 LH q
"UE:	 CONSTRUCTION: COUPLING: STUFFING BOX: CONNECTIONS LUBRICATION
LJ STEEL	 19 STANDARD Q5 STANDARD & MECHANICAL SEAL ® THREADED 0 GREASE
DRIP RIM	 FITTED
Cl SPACER YSTANDARD q FLANGE q OIL
X STEEL	 q 	 (9 GUARD	 q
I FABRICATED	 q PACKING
STEEL
q LANTERN RING




/TSO RPM	 ^7 3_ FRAME
	






q VERTICAL	 NOTE: MOTOR NOT MOUNTED








CERTIFIED SECTION:	 PAGE:	 CURVE NUMBER:	 3I ^= - ^^ 9 33	 —
"RINT:	 SPECIAL:	 MAINTENANCE:	 i	 -
.BY:. _N	 DATE	 P I Z-P• l 1 71 OFFICE:	 /^O/ ^ T
THIS ORDER WILL NOT BE PROCESSED FOR MANUFACTURING UNTIL APPROVAL IS RECEIVED.
PRINTS ARE NOT TO SCALE AND ARE CERTIFIED CORRECT ONLY FOR THIS ORDER. ALL
ORDERS SUBJECT TO ACCEPTANCE AT AURORA PUMP, NORTH AURORA, ILLINOIS.
HIS ORDER CAN BE RELEASED FOR MANUFACTURING A S SHOWN: q AUTHORITY:_





H HA HB HD HE HG HP
48 10 ', 9 1	 21 7 ".,, 7 2',, 10'=
56 12 ', 9 1	 21 7" „ 7 2'.,, 10',
143T 11 9 1 21 17 " ,, 7 1	 2 1 .,, 10',
145T • 12 ?, 9 1 21 7"„ 7 2'.,, 10'y
182T 13 12 10 24 7". 7 2 5 , 12
184T 14 ', 10 24 7 1 , 7 2', 12
213T 16 '.; 12 27 8'; 9 3 13'-,
f
PUMP SIZE
W X Y DC DD DE HLDISCHARGE SUCTION
CASE
BORE
'/. 1 6 13',i 5 ''i 1 '/. 3°/,, 3'/,e 3 '/i 41,ie
'/. 1 7 1311
	 1 6 % 1'/, 3"/, 6. 4 V4e 4"/,.
1 1'/0 4 13% 4 1/, 1n/j, 21/, 2 % 2'/je 4%
1 1	 4 5 133,,, 5 2 2 "/. 2'/, 3 41/,
1 1'/4 6 13'.1, 5 'i I "/,, 33/,, 3 % 3'/a 4"/j,
1 1/1 1 '/, 5 1 ^'., 5 l is/,, 2'/, 215	 , 3 '/j, 4'/.
1'/ 1'y 7A 13': 1 6% 2 4 4'/. 4'y 4
14 1'/, 713 13'. 1 , 6'/4 2';, 4 41/ 4% 5'/,,
1 1/1 1'i; 9 13, 1, 8 2 1i 5"/" 57,7 5 '^, 5'/,
11, 2 4 13 ?, 5 2'; 2'y 3 2 % 5'/,.
l'/ 2 2 7 13',, 7 2'/4 4'1,. 4'/, 4'/, 5'/,
2 a'^, 4 13'; s 3'/„ 2; 3 2"/,. f 'y
2 2l; 5 13', 6 2"/,. 3 3'/,. 3'/„ 5'/,
2 2 ?^ 6 13'.'16 6 2 ;: 3'/, 3 "/„ 4'/, 5 '/.
2 2'^; 7 133, 7 2"/,. 4 /„ 4'J. 4 6
3 3 6 13 '- 8 31, 3', 4'•ia 5'i
_,. NU.R0llA fiiUML 324A P'r S o SECTION 320 PAGE 251
ON STEEL SASE	 DATED OCTOBER 1974
SUPERSEDES PAGE 251
DATED APRIL 1973
N PT	 -w-- ROTATION CCW
C APPROX.	 _ W
	
Y _ SUCTION	
DC --{-- DE J -
	
N PT ---^	 f
1/2
	 DISCHARGE _	 .c
DD
HD2 - H FOU^NDATIOIy^OLTS^^%r^	 I T
HG
CouP^INr, G uAR D
1—HP 
	 HE	 _





1 V.J 1 1 1 ^.,J 1 `1 `V J
P40TE S
ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES.
DIMENSION: MAY VARY t 3/E,
NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION
PURPOSES UNLESS CERTIFIED.
CONDUIT BOX SHOWN IN
APPROXIMATE LOCATION.
CAPACITOR• WHEN FURNISHED.
NORMALLY APPEARS ON TOP
OF MOTOR. DIMENSIONS APE
NOT SPECIFIED AS THEY VARY
WITH EACH MOTOR MANUFAC-
TURER,
AURORA PUMP
A UNIT OF GENERAL SIGNAL
.A IN,- ROAD_NORTH AURORA ILLINOIS-60642
h^__ A.	 83






SECi1oN 320 PAGE 412	 X L X / S m	 r-
oATEDMARCH 1966	 E14CLOSED IMPKLM
- 1 ----	 ---	 - - -	 IMP. FATT. N0.- ..1-7- 72
	
eo	 ;ASE PATT. N0: 31-2-109
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Q'... 51/2
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0	 2	 40	 61,	 e_0	 0 	 120	 1!4
C APACITY IN G. P. M. 	 C-l1^33
C
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AUR O RA  !M III M P







Po# ps-1 - 9'3- 7- In
PO # -7 41f19 - !Od 7
AURORA PUMP
` A UNIT OF GENERAL SIGNAL
800 AIRPORT ROAD-NORTH AURORA ILLINOIS-60542
SALES OFFICE:
	 -	 .4Z e,4 s, !.
I kCTORY ORDER NUMBER:
	





)LD TO:	 r^lN	 0
ktFERENCE:A MP'T'ON S O LA F?
PUMP


























_HERTZ 	 VOLTS 17,.57"® RPM	 f ^ e 7- FRAME
q VERTICAL	 NOTE: MOTOR NOT MOUNTED
^I HORIZONTAL lc,-g4 Ry' 	 AT FACTORY ON




CK STANDARD [9 MECHANICAL SEAL D4 THREADED	 E? GREASE
FITTED












,GiiRTIFIED SECTION:	 PAGE:	 CURVE NUMBER: 31 PC _	 ^^c^
PRINT:	 SPECIAL:	 MAINTENANCE:,
BY:	 DATE: q L9 I	 OFFICE: "161'z 7-^s^^
THIS ORDER WILL NOT BE PROCESSED FOR MANUFACTURING UNTILAPPROVAL IS RECEIVED.
PRINTS ARE NOT TO SCALE AND ARE CERTIFIED CORRECT ONLY FOR THIS ORDER. ALL
ORDERS S U BJECT TO ACCEPTANCE AT AURORA PUMP, NORTH AURORA, ILLINOIS.
T"IS ORDER CAN BE RELEASED FOR MANUFACTURING AS SHOWN: LiAUTHORITY:








1, ALL OIMENSIONS IN CNCHES,
JIMEN51UN5 MAY VARY ± 3 E,
NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION
PURPO:, ES UNLESS CEIVTIPIED.
<, CONDUIT BOX SHOWN IN
AP P ROXIMATE t_OCAT ION.
CAPACITOR. WHEN G'URNISHED.
NORMALLY APPEARS ON TOP
OF MUTOR, OIMENLIONS ARE
NOT SPECIFIED AS THEY VARY






.w AMORA ,I1,OVEL 324A PUL S .. SECTION 320 P 4,GE 251




APPROX.	 SUCTION	 ^--DC! DE--^C 
	
W NPT------- Y p i	 I	 I
IF-1/2	 DISCHARGE	 -^
1
_	 i	 k DD^
	
I	 HD











H HA HB HD HE HG HP
48 10 ', 9 21 7"„ 7 2'„ 10';
56 12 is 9 21 7"„ 7 2',, 10',
3T 11 ' 9 21 7", 7 2'i, 10',
5T •K 12 ', 9 21 7 ".,, 7 2',, 10'22T 13 , 10 24 7 : < 7 2'. 12118 4T 14 12 10 24 7', 7 2', 12
213T 16 ', 12 27 8'.; 9 3 13'2
PUMP SIZE
W X I	 Y DC DO DE HLDISCHARGE SUCTION
CASE
BORE
1 6 13'; 5'•; 1': 3'/• 3 1 •ie 3?'i 4' i•
1 7 13	 . 6': 1 315/, , 4 41/1, 41111,
1 11/1 4 13'/, 4 1/, 1 "1, 2?; 2 1,; 2'/, 4'/,
1 1'/e 5 13'/„ 5 2 2"i, 2'.; 3 4'.e
1 11/1 6 13'/„ 5'., 1 " iie 3',i, 3 1 ; 3 1 41> ie
5 1314 5 l Is le 2 % 2"/,. 31/1e 4'4
1 '/, 7A 13% 6 '/, 2 4 4'/1, 4';, 4
4 1'/, 7B 13'„ 6'/, 2'/i • 4 4'/ 4'i; Ss/,
1'/< 1'y 9 13';, 8 2'/ 5"/, 5'/„ 5
2 4 13', 5 2 1y 2'2 3 2'/,
,, 2 7 13'.i, 7 2 % 4 '• ie A t/4 4'/. 5''c
2 21/2 4 13 ?_ 5 3'-;, 2 ?2 3 2 "/, 6Y,
2 2'; 5 13?, 6 2",;, 3 3'/1, 3'„ 5',
2 2'/, 6 13',„ 6 2'r. 3 'i 31	 '2e 4 ^i 5?'<
2 2'y 7 13',; 7 2 ".ie 4',,1, 4 '/,. 4 '/i 6




..	 A UNIT OF GENERAL SIGNAL I
Rrn AIFG{R?HQAU • h(7HTH Ai, _Hf)RA ILLINOIS•FQ542
86
035














SPHERES - 15132" DIA.
PATT. N0. - 31-7-95
PATT. N0. -31-2-176



















AURORA PUMPd'	 v 	 A UNIT OF GENERAL SIGNAL
,
800 AIRPORT ROAD -NORTH AJ R O R A ILUNO'S •60542








3 x 3 x 6 SERIES ?20
	
SECTION 320 PAGE 417

















MAX. SPHERES - 15132" DIA.
IMP. PATT. N0. -31-7-95
CASE PATT. N0. -31-2-176
























F1Y.TIMORf A1RC01T, NOAET. VN-, VT,. VS, r(MANG TC:: RS
PROJECT	 Hampton Park Recreation Center 	 Dall as, TX
CUSTME R 	 Natkin & Co.	 Dallas, TX	 P.O.	 7449-1002
-	
B.A.C. SERIAL M%BER 77-5260P	 ENGINEER	 Travis Braun Assoc.	 Dallas, ,TX
U:'IT TYPE All'hot-dip galvanized steel, 	 factory-assembled, counterflow blow through.
PAN-FAN SECTION Holt-dip galvanized steel self-cleaning V-shaped pan and centrifugal fans
CONSTRUCTION mounted beneath the sloping undersides of the Fan. 	 Heavy gauge hot-dip
galvanized steel channel and angle framework.
-	 YAKE-VP FLOUT Brass float valve with adjustable plastic float ball (except units for remote
PSSE1113LY sump operation) .
STRAINER All hot-dip galvanized steel with large-area removable perforated screens;
antivortexin„ baffle assembly to prevent air entrainment in leaving water
(except units for remote sump operationt).
PAN DISC1i4RGE Hot-dip galvanized steel cowls provided on each fen discharge extending within
C GO, 1S the pan to increase fan efficiency and prevent :-rater from entering fans.
—	 ACCESS Hot-dip galvanized steel circular access doors at ends of tower, held in
place by wingnuts.
BLEED-OFF Waste water bleed-line with adjustable valve provided (except units for re-
mote sump operation).
FAN HEELS Forwardly curved centrifugal squirrel cage type of hot-dip galvanized steel.
Statically and dynamically balanced. 	 Fan housings have compound curve inlet
rings for efficient air entry.
FAN S11AFT	 r_V_1 Solid shaft of ground and polished steel,. 	 ExpuLed surface coated with rust-
preventative.
Hollow steel shaft with solid bearing journals at ends. 	 Expc,sed surface
coated with rust preventative.
BEARINGS
!
Self-aligning, heavy duty, grease-lubricated, ball bearings with eccentric
'locking collar on drive erd of each fan shaft. 	 Remaining bearings are self-
^aligning, he avy du ty sleeve bearin gs with two piece cast iron bodies 	 deeps	 a.	 y	 y	 ^^	 p	 ^	 p
well reservoirs and oil cups.
Self-aligning, heavy duty, grease-lubricated, ball bearings with eccentric
locking collars.
DRIVE V-belt type with taper lock sheaves., 	 Selected for 1507. motor nameplate horse-
power.	 ?Mounted and aligned at the factory.
MOR Drip-proof ball bearing type with 1.15 service factor, suitable for outdoor
service.	 Adjustable motor base, located in protected position under pan
side.
FAN GUARD Hot-dip galvanized steel screens.ti 	 ,,	 i
"	 AL PA(rl ,, Po)SCREENS
HEAT TRANSFER ?lot-dip galvanized steel channel-forced construction separable from pan
SECA101 CO'NST. section.
WET DECK Wave-formed, Melamine impregnated, Neoprene-Asbestos (*G.A) 19 mils thick.
with all leading and trailing edges rolled to double thickness.
ELIMINATORS Eliminators shall be constructed of hot-dip galvanize,` steel and be removable
in easily handled sections. 	 They shall impart three distinct changes in air
direction to effectively strip entrained moisture from the leaving air stream
with minimu.^i air resistance, and shall direct disch_n rged air away from the fans.
WATER DISTRIBU- Hot-dip galvanized steel spray header and branches. 	 Pemovable branchca and
TIONi SYSTEH plastic spray nozzles held in pl,-ice with snap-in rubber ,Iroreaets.
FINISH Unit given double corrosion protection with special B.A.C. zinc-ehromatized
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 Volts	 Phase	 Hertz
fi 4g(1 BTUH Total Cooling88	 93t BTUH Sensible Cooling
°F. E.D.B.
67. * 6 °F. E.W.B.
°F. L.D.B.
_6TTT_
-E%^- - tr-XffCW=C0i°I . L.W.B. l' CFM
S?2 •txwacFace Vel.
--------- G.P .M.
--	 --- Ft.P,D.	 -
- 2 Z Refrigerant
4 53	 h 9 °F. Suction6 Row 14	 XR	 (FLT Fin, Cooling Coil
- - - - - - - BTUH Heating
-------- .	 °F. E.A.T..
- - - - -	 - - -	 °F. L.A.T.
------- °F. E.W.T.
-------- °F. L.W.T.
- - - -
	






 Row	 _ Fin, Heating Coil
- - - - - - - KW Heating
- - - - = - - - Heater Control Steps
- - - -	 - - - -	 Heater Volts	 Phase	 Hertz
oo-
Draw-Th.ru Central Station Weathermah-er
•	 UNIT NO 	 AC-1
MODEL NO. 39ED12
DESCRIPTION
39E Single -Zone WcathermakersO for cooling or 4.
heating using remote sources of refrigeration and heat^i^ 1•=
offer a wide freedom of design. Unit flexibility permits if
Precise matching -of the units to the individual system !
	
-..;• "•• .
requirements. These "Weathermakers" provide cooling,
dehumidifying, heating, humidifying, filtering and cir-
culation of air for comfort and industrial applications.
They are extremely compact and may be floor mounted
or suspended with horizontal or vertical discharge.
Choice of coils for direct-expansion or chilled water	 n`•	 L:
Cooling, and stcSm, hot water or electric heating. 	 ;•
FEATURES
Mill galvanized steel cabinet with external hat channel
frame. 1 inch thick —_lb. density neoprene coated
glass fiber NFPA-90A insulation, double wall insulated
drain pan and removable panels for access.
double inlet, statically and dynam-
ically balanced fan with Solid shaft, self-aligning pillow
block ball bearings with extended grease fittings. , Motor
and drive to be factory mounted.
Cartridge type coilswith ripple corrugated fins mechanically









q , Mixing box
O Accest section with hingeri doors
q Plenum section
O Zoning damper section
q Steam grid humidifier	 P.S:I.• :_	 lb. per hour -
q Outdoor or rooftop option
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CHILLED WATER COOLING COILS
Two Carrier 28SW chilled water cooling coils with spiral
aluminum fins, 5/8" O.D. copper tubes, steel headers,
heavy gauge galvanized steel casing, and standard
return bends. Maximum operating limits are 300 PSIG
and 200 degrees F.
Desig CFM FA FV
Zone-2 3700 : 8:53 434
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Fahrenheit °/Div. Centigrade O/D Iv.
—'100 to 100° 20 —50 to 1000 10
—40 to 1600 2° —10 to 110° 1 °
0 to 180° 2° a"0 to	 500 'f2°
^'tAe 25 to 125° 10 0 to 100° 1°
20 to 240° 2° 0 to 1500 1 °
50 to 300° 2° 0 to 2500 2°
50 to 400° 5° 100 to 4000 5°
50 to 500° 5°
15010 7500 100
"200 to 10000 10°
u FOC^ DIAL THERMOMETERSADJUSTABLE ANGLEDI-METAL TYPE
ADJUSTABLE FOR VIEWING AT ANY ANGLE.
HFAD MAY BE TURNED 360' AND TILTED OVER A FULL 180 0 ARC.
SPECIFICATIONS
+ Type 304 stainless steel.
All welded construction.
• Easy to recalibrate by loosening a socket head screw, located In
back of thermometer head.
• Anti-Parallax dial avoids reading errors. White dial with Black
numbers and graduations on raise^1 ring for surest, sharpest, eas-
iest readability.
• Rustproof — Dustproof — Lea laproof — Hermetically Sealed.
s Connection Nut: 'fi" N.P.T.::andard.
s Stem diameter: '/.". Standard stem lengths: 2'%", 4", 6", 9",
12", 18", 24", including threads. Available in stem lengths up
to 72".
* Actuated by super-sensitive bi-metallic Helix Coil a No liquids.
• Bi-metallic element dampened with silicone for minimum pointer
vibration and maximum heat transfer.
a Guaranteed accurate within 1% around entire dial range.
e Over-range protection 50% up to 500°F, 10% above 500°F.
• Extra-heavy glass crystal. Plastic or tempered crystal can be sup-












5.0" (5" Head)	 4.00" (3" Head)
3.0" (3" Hood)	 1
.625
Not recommended for continuous use above 800 0F ' • Ranger
25 to 128°F and 0 to 500C not available with 2%" Stem.
Special dial ranges and stem lengths available at extra charge.
Above ranges can also be furnished in combination, e.g.:
3u to 240°F. and 0 to 115°C. as a double scale at no extra
charge.
ORDER BY SPECIFYING:
State quantity, Catalog number, name, range, stem length
and separable socket specification, if required.




% N.P.T. I ---^-
STANDARD
Stems are pressure tested to STEM
1000 PSI use of socket is re- LENGTHS
commended for high pressure 2.5" 4" Err 91ron	 heavy	 duty	 installations- 12" 18" 24"
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SOCKED' WITH EXTENSION NECK
Supplied for thermometers having 6" or
longer stem length.









Brass Stainless Steel 304 Stainless Steel 316
4" 21/2'1 None 76.4G2 76.4G5 76-4G6
6°' 4'/a If None 76.4J2 76.4J5 76.4.16
6" 21/2'1 2" 76.4JC2 76-4JC5 76.4JC6
9" 7 1/211 None 76.4M2 76-4M5 76.4M69.1 41/2" 3" 76-4MC2 76-4MC5 76.4MC6
12" 101/2' None 76.4R2 76.485 76.4R6
12" 71/2" 3" 76.4RC2 76.4RC5 76.4RC6
18" 1612' None 76-Wa2 76-Wa5 76-Wa6
18" 131/2' 3" 76-W aC2 76-W aC5 76-W aC6
24" 22/2" None 76-W k 2 76-W k5 76-W k6
24" 19'/2 "	 J 3" 76-W kC2 76-W kC5 76-W kC6









SOCKET WITHOUT EXTENSION NECK




Items printed In dark shaded areas are normally carried in stock.
PRESSURE -
TEMPERATURE RATING
LBS. PER SQ. INCH
ADAPTER HUB
	 FIXED FLANGED
For connecting K" N.P.T.
	 For mounting thermometers
Conn. to %" N.P.T.
•- -•--	 % NPT
Y, N.P.T.
No. 75-4.2 Bran
No. 75.4.5 Stainless Steel
s
A.	 r















w a_ Te-P^^^P eo_
MATERIAL TEMPERATURE — °F.700 2000 4000 6000 B00° 10000 1240°
BRASS 5000 4200 1000 ---- -- -- ---- ----
A.I.S.I. — 304 7000 6200 5600 5400 5200 4500 1650
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